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York College History
York College was founded on August 26, 1890, by the Church of the United Brethren
in Christ in conjunction with local citizens who wanted a church-related college in
York. In 1946, a merger with the Evangelical Church resulted in control passing to the
newly-formed Evangelical United Brethren (EUB) Church. In 1954, that body decided
to transfer its support to another EUB
institution, Westmar University in LeMars,
Iowa, at the end of the summer term, July
1, 1954. Control of the corporate structure,
which has remained continuous since
1890, was transferred to members of the
churches of Christ in 1956. The new
administration reopened York College in
the fall of 1956 as a senior college with 89
students. After two years, the
administration recommended that York
College focus on the Associate Degree
programs, cease offering the
baccalaureate program, and work toward
accreditation by the prestigious North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
(NCA). In 1970, NCA awarded accreditation to York College, the first junior college in
Nebraska to receive that distinction.
In 1988, York College began the transition to senior college status with the strong
support of both the York community and the church constituency. The important first
step came in 1989 when the North Central Association granted its approval of the
College awarding the Bachelor of Arts Degree with majors in Biblical Studies and
Religious Studies. Approval of other programs soon followed. After a comprehensive
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site visit in March of 1994, the NCA team of consultant/evaluators recommended
removing any remaining stipulations from York College's affiliation with the North
Central Association of Colleges and Schools as a senior institution. The North Central
Association's Commission on Institutions
of Higher Education unanimously
approved that recommendation in August,
1994. The State of Nebraska Department
of Education approved the Teacher
Education program in April of 1994, the
first such new approval in over half a
century. On September 9, 1994, the State
Board of Education granted continuing
approval to York College's Teacher Education programs for the five year maximum.
The College acquired the South Campus, including the Dean Sack Hall of Science, in
July of 1995. After Westmar University closed on November 21, 1997, the records of
York College prior to 1955 were returned to the YC Registrar’s Office.
York College is a senior liberal arts
college, enrolling approximately 500
students in numerous programs,
leading to various Baccalaureate and
Associate degrees. The College is a
member of the Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities
of Nebraska (AICUN), the Nebraska
Independent Colleges Foundation
(NICF), and the Council of Christian Colleges and Universities (CCCU). Located
along I-80 near the geographic center of the United States, York, Nebraska has a
population of 8,000. The college is less than one hour west of Lincoln, the state
capital. Our 50-acre campus features 16 major structures, and provides a safe,
5

intimate, residential environment in which our students can learn and develop. Cocurricular activities include social clubs, varsity athletic teams, a performing arts
program, periodic literary publications, and a wide range of intramural sports. The
York College Panthers compete in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
(NAIA) Division II and the National Christian College Athletic Association. York
College is a founding member of the Midlands Collegiate Athletic Conference
comprised of 10 liberal arts colleges. Now in our second century and affiliated with
churches of Christ, we continue to grow in service to students who hail from around
the corner and around the planet, to the York community, and to churches of Christ
throughout North America and the world.

Accreditation History
York College was first formally accredited by the Higher Learning Commission to
offer baccalaureate degrees in 1994. Following its comprehensive visit in 2004, the
Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association reaffirmed the
college’s accreditation.

The Self-Study Process
In January 2010, President Steve Eckman appointed Dr. Clark Roush (Professor of
Music) and Dr. Shane Mountjoy (Vice President for Student Development) as selfstudy co-chairs. The Steering Committee, appointed in the spring of 2010, included
Erin DeHart (Associate Professor of Education), Michael S. Becker 1 (Associate
Professor of Psychology), and Jared Stark (Athletic Director / Director of Retention).
The Steering Committee defined the process around five working groups, each
focused on one of the Criteria for Accreditation. These committees began gathering
evidence during the 2010-11 academic year. Each committee reported their initial
1

Michael Becker left the institution in 2012 and was replaced on the Steering Committee by Christi Lones,
(Assistant Professor of History)
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findings to one of the members of the steering committee. After HLC approved the
revised criteria, each committee aligned their previous work with the newly revised
criteria. These committees continued gathering evidence during 2011-12 and 201213, in close concert with their respective steering committee member. The Steering
Committee drafted the self-study document during the spring and summer of 2013.
The Board of Trustees reviewed the initial draft and offered feedback in May 2013. In
August 2013, the draft was submitted to various members of the campus community
for feedback. Additional edits were made and incorporated into the document, which
was released to the campus community in October 2013. The Steering Committee
conducted informational and open meetings for the campus community in late
October 2013. Responses from these meetings were incorporated into a final draft of
the self-study. The self-study and supplemental materials were submitted to the
Higher Learning Commission in December 2013.

Organization of the Self-Study
This self-study is organized according to the new Criteria for Accreditation, adopted
by the Higher Learning Commission in February 2012. Five chapters follow this
introduction; each addresses one of the five criteria in sequential order. Supporting
documents are referenced by footnotes throughout the document. These documents,
as well as federal compliance materials are included in the appendix. The electronic
resource room contains all supporting evidence and related materials referenced in
the self-study. Wherever possible, information cited in this report is from the most
recently completed academic year (2012-13, updated with available information) and
from the most recently completed fiscal year (July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013).

Response to Concerns from 2004
Items listed in the Assurance Section of the 2004 Higher Learning Commission
7

Report of a Comprehensive Evaluation Visit included several areas of concern. In this
section, we outline the College’s response to each concern. Where appropriate, we
reference the criterion where the subject is discussed more thoroughly and our status
is evaluated within this document.

___________________
Concern: Faculty members in several areas are still carrying teaching loads of
15 hours
Response: We have diligently tried to lower the teaching loads of our faculty. The
current expectations for non-Education faculty (state-mandated loads to not exceed
12 hours per semester) are 27 hours per academic year. The Academic Dean has
also devised a load calculator that accounts for factors such as class size, number of
loads, lower division vs. upper division, number of preps, etc. The Academic Dean
has also restricted the number of overloads and guided studies in an effort to
decrease teaching loads.

___________________
Concern: Only forty percent of the “regular” faculty have terminal degrees
Response: YC has made progress in this area. Currently, 46% of our faculty hold
terminal degrees. We have adjusted the pay scale to reward terminal degrees rather
than incentivizing tenure.

_________________
Concern: Faculty salaries
are very low
Response: Since the last site
visit, serious efforts have been
made to close the gap
between York College salaries
and salaries of institutions
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similar in size and mission. In 2010 faculty received an across the board 3% increase
with an additional increase through salary leveling by means of a new step and
leveling salary schedule. This was designed to be implemented over 3 years, but
budget constraints have allowed only stage one of implementation. In response to
these measures, York College faculty salaries are now near or slightly above the
mean salaries as compared to similar institutions within an affiliated group of
colleges, The Council for Christian Colleges and Universities (CCCU).

_____________
Concern: Faculty Development opportunities are rare. There is no
regular budget providing for such activities, but rather they are funded
sparsely and according to no formula
Response: We have made progress in providing development opportunities for our
faculty. The College made available, beginning in 2012, a stipend of $500 for faculty
to use at his/her discretion for the purpose of professional development. The College
sends several faculty to an annual statewide educational technology conference. YC
also enjoys a warm relationship with York Public Schools, which is a leader within
Nebraska for their use of instructional technology, including an annual conference
held in York which many of our faculty have attended.

___________________
Concern: Currently the multi-year process of revising the faculty handbook
has been delayed… and tenure suspended
Response: The Faculty Handbook was revised in 2007. Both the faculty and staff
handbooks were incorporated into the 2012 Policy and Procedure Manual. The
current Policy and Procedure Manual includes provisions for attaining tenure. Since
the last site visit, five individuals have received tenure (two of which have since left
the institution).

___________________
Concern: The library collection is not only small but shows little evidence of
deliberate collection development policies. The collection is not adequate for
student research. The periodical selection is not appropriate for an academic
9

library.
Response: York College continually strives to maintain relevancy in technology use
among colleges and especially those of similar size and mission. York College, in
order to provide improved service to both traditional and online students, is exploring
the establishment of a virtual library through a vendor-partnership. This platform will
increase college efficiency while providing YC students with great access and ease of
search capabilities along with 24/7 online assistance to a librarian.
Although funding limitations create some difficulties, Levitt Library has an operational
policy that guides its collection development. The policy has been frequently updated,
with the last revision being in January 2011. Financial realities have resulted in our
reliance on electronic resources in the NetLibrary, now EBSCOhost, collections the
Nebraska Library Commission, AMIGOS Library Services, LYRASIS, and the
collaborative work of the Association of Christian Librarians for libraries such as ours.
In the past ten years we have added 46,977 electronic books to our EBSCOhost
collection giving us a total of 50,770 titles. The fall of 2013, we have also added a
subscription to the EBSCOhost Academic eBook Collection giving us 122,915
academic level eBooks making our eBook collection total 173,685. We see many
advantages to eBook collections since they are available online and may be
accessed 24/7. They can also be downloaded onto various electronic devices for use
and the EBSCOhost Academic Collection has unlimited user availability.
Through the Nebraska Library Commission, our students and faculty have access to
the Omnifile Full-text Select database which provides full- text to more than 3,100
journals, many of them peer-reviewed, eLibrary which has a wide variety of full- text
resources, Biographies Plus Illustrated which provides full-text to more than 147,000
biographies and 36,000 images, and First Search which includes the worldwide
WorldCat database.
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___________________
Concern: The number of [first-year] full-time students has been steady… but
not enough to sustain the current expenditure level. As a result, operating fund
deficits have occurred for four years and significant levels of debt have
accumulated. Audited financial statements at the conclusion of fiscal year 2003
reveal the accumulation of debt that exceeds $5.3 million, including short-term
debt just short of $1 million currently financed by a line of credit
Response: We have made improvements in our retention and recruiting efforts and
our enrollment has increased and stabilized since our last self-study. In May 2013,
the Board of Trustees gave approval to refinance our bonds, combining much of our
line of credit accumulated through annual deficits with our long-term debt. Part of this
refinance includes a savings for the College since the interest rate is lower than we
had been paying for our line of credit. We have also finished five consecutive fiscal
years operating in the black.

___________________
Concern: Deferred maintenance in most buildings creates an onerous burden
that must be addressed by the College
Response: We have made significant strides in addressing deferred maintenance
issues on our campus. Since 2004, we have made many updates, including the
following:
•

Cafeteria renovated (2009; 2013)

•

Each dorm and apartment room repainted (2011; 2012)

•

McCloud Hall bathrooms renovated (2011; 2012)

•

Freeman Center lobby carpeted (2012); concession stand and bathrooms
renovated (2013)

•

Gurganus a/c installed (2011)

•

McGehee tuck pointed (2013)

•

Academic classrooms refurbished (Music: 2004; Hulitt: 2007; Sack Hall:
2005, 2006, 2007; Levitt: 2011; McGehee: 2013; Middlebrook: 2013-14)

•

Roofs replaced (McGehee: 2012; Middlebrook (lower): 2013; Middlebrook
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(upper): 2012; Hulitt: 2012; Mackey: 2013; Gurganus: 2011; Levitt: 2011 ;
Sack (lower wing): 2010; Freeman Center: 2005; Thomas: 20 ; Beacon Hill:
2011)
Since our previous self-study, we have adopted a more proactive approach to
upgrading and maintaining our facilities. This has significantly improved the student
experience on our campus.

___________________
Concern: Although Admission applications increased for fall 2004, it is not
certain that this will result in increased enrollment
Response: YC's 2004 – 2013 fall
enrollment numbers are shown in the
adjacent chart. Our enrollments have
increased and stabilized since 2009.
Additionally, changes in housing policies
and lowering the discount rate has
resulted in increased revenue during the
same period. Coupled with a
commitment to operate with a positive
cash-flow, we believe our enrollment allows us to sustain current operations.

___________________
Concern: The level of attrition
appears to be quite high, but there
are not detailed data relating to
attrition and retention
Response: We have made progress
in improving our retention rate and in
collecting, analyzing, and using
retention data to strengthen student
persistence.
•

The college hired a Director
12

of Retention in 2005
•

Retention rates since 2004 have been mostly consistent, with a Spring-toFall attrition rate between 10-12%; 2008 is a notable exception (15%) due
to budget cuts that included the elimination of several sports. Historic
attrition rates are as shown in the graph provided.

___________________
Concern: Students graduating from York College in six years averages
approximately 32%, a rate which suggests students are not fulfilling their
educational goals at York
Response: We recognize our graduation rate as an ongoing difficulty we face. There
are several factors that negatively impact our graduation rate, such as open
enrollment admissions, a heavy reliance on non-academic merit scholarships, lack of
a content management system, etc. We have taken some steps to address this
weakness, including a task force examining all of our scholarship policies (2012),
purchasing and implementing Jenzabar (content management system) in 2010-11,
and reorganizing advising for first-year students into a Freshman Advising Cohort
(2011).
_____________________
Concern: Board of Trustees members do not sign a “conflict of interest”
statement
Response: Each member of the Board of Trustees annually signs a conflict of
interest statement.
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York College Mission
The mission of York College is to transform lives through Christ-centered education
and to equip students for lifelong service to God, family, and society.
Contained within this statement
of our institutional purpose and
goals are specific and identifiable
core values that guide our
community. These values are
rooted in both our heritage and
our aspirations. These values
help define our community.
These same values also help us
as we prioritize objectives for our
institution, guiding the selection
of priorities among those
objectives, and helping shape
strategies appropriate to our
situation as we face both opportunities and challenges.
Transform
York College exists to support God’s transformational work in the lives of
people. Curricular and co-curricular programs and experiences intend to lead
the entire community to a positive expression of spiritual values.
Educate
Academic discovery is a God-honoring endeavor characterized by the pursuit
of truth and inquiry within the context of intellectual disciplines. The
responsible handling of academic freedom provides Christian scholars
opportunities to explore both a diverse world and their faith.
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Equip
A rapidly changing professional, social, and technological environment
dictates that each student is encouraged to apply critical thinking and
knowledge integration skills, and to evaluate changing circumstances in the
context of faith.
Serve
Service is the means by which people of God live out their faith. Christ calls us
to lives of service expressed by faith, both locally and globally, as we respond
to opportunities and to the needs of others.
1.A. The institution's mission is broadly understood within the institution and
guides its operations.
The YC mission is broadly understood within the institution and guides its operations.
The current mission statement has been in place since 2009. Despite the differences
in wording between previous versions, each variation of the mission attempted to
capture the spirit and aspirations of the College, which date back to its reopening in
the fall of 1956. Each of the campus units articulates their work as expressions of the
institutional mission. The four core values guide our implementation of the mission.
Copies of the mission statement and the core values are displayed in various places
on campus. In addition, the mission is displayed each day at Chapel as part of the
announcement slides. The mission and core values are clear to campus visitors and
are lived each day within the campus community.
The mission and its corresponding values guide the College in its operations. They
lead decision-making; they guide the academic departments and programs; they
steer priorities in budgeting; and they serve as the foundation for institutional
strategic planning. YC has developed academic and co-curricular programs that flow
from the mission.
1.A.1. The mission statement is developed through a process suited to the
nature and culture of the institution and is adopted by the governing board.
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The mission statement was recast and formally adopted by the York College Board of
Trustees (BOT) in May of 2009. The Trustees are responsible for broadly overseeing
the direction of York College, and therefore it was within the scope of their duties to
define the key purpose and objective for the existence of the college. The mission of
the school is formally reaffirmed by the President at the opening Chapel each
academic year, and is highlighted through presentations at the Faculty/Staff
Workshop at the beginning of each fall and spring semester.
After receiving the affirmed mission from the BOT, a sub-committee of the self-study
surveyed the campus community to identify perceptions regarding the ideals YC
demonstrates, as well as those we believe the College should demonstrate.
Responses were analyzed and synthesized in order to generate the Core Values and
Goals for the College. This compilation was then shared with faculty and other
groups within the community for edits and revisions before adoption by the Academic
Leadership and Administrative Leadership teams.
1.A.2. The Institution's academic programs, student support services, and
enrollment profile are consistent with its stated mission.
Academic programs offered by York College are consistent with the ideals set forth in
the mission. Each student must complete, as part of their degree plan, a set of
general education requirements that includes courses in Biblical and Religious
Studies. In pursuit of an intentionally transformative setting, required coursework
includes five facets of a spiritual foundation: textual, theological, philosophical,
ministerial, and religious history. First-year students study the life and teachings of
Jesus Christ. Second-year students study philosophy, ethics, and spiritual formation
in keeping with Christian principles. Students in the third and fourth years of study
may choose from courses in Biblical texts, religious history, religious literature,
theology and / or philosophy, and ethics.
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Also in keeping with the transformational goals of the institution are the efforts of the
Student Development team. Students are required to attend a daily Chapel service
which includes a variety of programming, such as worship, public service, academic
content, spiritual development, etc. The mission and goals also recognize the need
for students to be educated and equipped as lifelong learners. Daily chapel
presentations provide an arena in which students
receive information consistent with the college’s
mission. A chapel committee ensures
programming quality, seeking to guarantee content
which reflects York College’s mission, values and
goals.
There are many different ways in which the
College aids in the social and intellectual
development of students as part of the
transformational mission. Among these are
opportunities such as social service clubs,
academic societies, freshmen cohort advising, the first year experience, and Chapel.
The College has a SUCCESS Center operated by a full-time faculty member who
provides direct academic support to students who are conditionally accepted or even
students who are struggling academically at any point in their college career. The
SUCCESS Center director offers academic tips for success, promotes programs, and
is able to track student absence reports.
The College recognized the need to more effectively integrate students into the
academic culture, as well as deficiencies in the advising system. As a result, we
revamped the YCS 101 course, which is the freshman transition course offered for
credit. The course focuses on academic competencies andhabit formation, as well as
character development themes. A freshman cohort is designed to run concurrently
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with the course and each class is coupled with specific faculty advisors to aid
students as they navigate through their freshman year.
1.A.3. The institution's planning and budgeting priorities align with and support
the mission.
Beginning in 2010 the College held visioning sessions with stakeholders including
trustees, faculty, staff, students, alumni, and community leaders. In the fall of 2011 a
planning session was held that included the President, Vice President for Finance,
Vice President for Advancement, Vice President for Academic Affairs, Director of
Admissions, Vice President for Student Development and the four academic Division
Chairs. The group discussed input from the constituent groups and further identified
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) faced by the College.
During the summer of 2012 the president compiled input from the previous visioning
meetings, the 2011 SWOT analysis, individual comments, and his own ideas, and he
drafted A Green Paper on the Mission, Context, and Vision for York College, August
12, 20122. The Green Paper was distributed to faculty and staff in the fall of 2012
prior to the beginning of the school year and to Trustees via email. Faculty and staff
were asked to respond to the ideas presented. Some departments met as a whole
and responded, and several individuals representing both faculty and staff
responded. The Green Paper was discussed by the Board in both their October and
January Board meetings. The President’s Council, composed mostly of alumni,
reviewed the document during their fall 2012 meeting. The student government
responded in the spring of 2013.
At the end of the spring semester 2013 a rough draft of the self-study was distributed
to the Board of Trustees for comment. The data provided for the self-study, along with
responses to the Green Paper, are the basis for determining the major components
of the strategic plan. The plan does not address every need of the institution, many of
which will be satisfied with ongoing assessment and evaluation. Instead, it is
2

President's Green Paper
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important to us that our strategic plan be targeted, rather than comprehensive. With
limited resources, we must plan our future carefully and with managed risk. Special
attention must be paid to our mission while further enhancing our strength as an
academic institution.
1.B. / 1.B.1. The mission is articulated publicly / The institution clearly
articulates its mission through one or more public documents, such as
statements of purpose, vision, values, goals, plans, or institutional priorities.
The mission statement of the College is articulated publicly in a number of venues
and can be substantiated as vital to the campus. The mission statement was revised
by the Board of Trustees upon appointment of a new administration. The Board
committed an entire Board Meeting to crafting a statement which articulated the
purpose and direction of the College. Subsequently, the mission statement was
further defined by crafting values and statements and goals. These statements were
a result of a campus-wide effort involving faculty and staff. The Mission, Values and
Goals appear in the catalog and other
public documents of the College.
Additionally, they became the basis
for the strategic planning process that
is still ongoing. The president’s Green
Paper, which contains the results of
input from a wide range of
constituents and circulated in 2012,
was structured around the value and
goal statements. The framework for

Students singing in the College's daily Chapel service

the Strategic Plan centers on the
statements of the Mission, Values and Goals.
The Mission and corresponding statements of values and goals are an integral part
of both institutional documents and the College's decision-making and planning
processes. Copies of the mission can be found in each of the buildings on campus.
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Faculty and administrators display them in their offices. The mission and core values
are prominently displayed in the Student Handbook, the Policy and Procedures
Manual, and the College website. The mission statement is displayed each day at the
beginning of daily Chapel.
1.B.2. The mission document or documents are current and explain the extent
of the institution's emphasis on the various aspects of its mission, such as
instruction, scholarship, research, application of research, creative works,
clinical service, public service, economic development, and religious or
cultural purpose.
As previously mentioned, the Mission Statement of York College was crafted by the
Board of Trustees in 2009 and therefore is current with the appointment of the
present administration. The Board wished to signify the unique nature of the
institution through this statement. Faculty and staff, along with constituent groups,
took the mission statement and defined the components, or values, that would be
emphasized on our campus. The priorities of the institution are focused on the four
values: Transform, Educate, Equip, and Serve. Each of these values is defined and
has a stated goal that narrows our focus and gives the institution guidance in
decision-making. The goal statements guide the day-to-day operations of the
institution and guide curriculum. At the same time, the statements are broad enough
to allow flexibility by faculty as they design course work that not only provides a
quality education, but equips students for life-long learning, integration of knowledge,
and critical thinking skills. It is clear from the mission and values that York College is
a teaching institution as opposed to a research university and research takes place
within the framework of the curriculum. Transforming lives, the core of the Mission
and the first value, requires close relationships between instructors and students and
calls for more interaction than is found on most campuses. As a result of the
emphasis on teaching and interaction, each curriculum area has a range of field
experience and internship requirements that are required by the value of equipping
students. Opportunities for service are made available consistently throughout the
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academic year to engage students in activities designed to encourage growth in both
entrepreneurship and community engagement. Students are encouraged to go on
foreign and domestic study programs to expose them to their field of study and the
global world. Some activities, such as freshman orientation, require a day of service
to the community by painting houses, cleaning up parks, etc. As a small College,
York College has carefully thought out its role in the education community and is
focused on what it does best, educating young men and women intellectually, socially
and spiritually. This emphasis is clearly articulated in our planning documents and
can be seen in the daily decisions and operations of the College as well as in the
curriculum and co-curricular activities.
1.B.3. The mission document or documents identify the nature, scope, and
intended constituents of the higher education programs and services the
institution provides.
The mission, values, and goals of York
College establish the nature, scope, and
intended constituents of our programs and
services. The nature of our programs and
services flow from our identity: we are a
residential college; we are a liberal arts
Students at a Shakespeare Festival in Canada, 2012

college; we honor our faith heritage through

daily Chapel, curricula requirements in Biblical and Religious Studies, and through
service opportunities. The scope of our programs and services included in our goals
identify that our culture and educational program will intentionally expose our
students to the person and teachings of Jesus Christ, that communications skills will
be taught and learned, and the education offered and received will be in the tradition
of liberal arts.
The intended constituents of the YC mission are not described in detail, but are
broadly interpreted to be students, faculty, staff, and all members of the campus
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community. Our purpose is implied in the mission documents, in which we state our
goal that students will be equipped “to live lives of service to God, family, and society”
and to be lifelong learners.
1.C. / 1.C.1. The institution understands the relationship between its mission
and the diversity of society / The institution addresses its role in a multicultural
society.
While York College is a Christian institution affiliated with the churches of Christ, the
College encourages individuals from other
faiths to enroll, and does not discriminate
against such individuals in the admissions,
academic, or social processes.
Both the state of Nebraska and the
community of York have predominantly
Caucasian populations. The York College

A reenactment of the Rosa Parks bus ride during a
Chapel presentation during Black History Month

student body represents a greater level of racial diversity than is found in the state of
Nebraska. General education requirements include two courses to satisfy a requisite
of cultural perspectives. Chapel gatherings feature special speakers to highlight
diversity and travel courses are offered for institutional credit which profoundly impact
student’s perspectives and personal growth.
1.C.2. The institution's processes and activities reflect attention to human
diversity as appropriate within its mission and for the constituencies it serves.
Daily Chapel is the greatest single avenue for communication. Chapel is used to not
only share diversity ideals throughout the academic year, but also serves as a focal
point where a series can be presented over several days, such as , Student Lectures,
character studies, wellness, etc. The Education Department has national certification3
through the Council for Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP). Consistent
3

NCATE Institutional Report
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with CAEP accreditation, the department focuses on diversity in several courses.
1.D. The institution's mission demonstrates commitment to the public good.
Faculty and staff members are involved in local service organizations. Many faculty
and staff are graduates of the community’s leadership development program,
Leadership York. Approximately one half of the College’s full-time faculty and staff
are either active in a current service organization such as The Optimists or Sertoma
or have participated in Leadership York.4 The college campus is available for public
uses such as the “Leadership York” program, Chamber of Commerce Board
meetings, local Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) meetings, and public
school sports camps. The president of the College serves on boards of York County
Development Corporation (YCDC), as well as state organizations such as the
Nebraska Independent College Foundation (NCIF) and the Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities in Nebraska (AICUN).
York College is recognized as a Champions of Character institution by the NAIA. To
receive this designation, athletic teams must fulfill expectations that include such
things as performing community service, and provide annual internal assessment
reports that meet specific qualifications. York College’s athletic department has
received this national award for five consecutive
years.
1.D.1. Actions and decisions reflect an
understanding that in its educational role the
institution serves the public, not solely the
institution, and thus entails a public obligation.
As an institution of higher learning, we recognize our
obligation to support the academic culture in our region of Nebraska. Our highlyregarded Education program not only provides student workers to area public
4

York College Leadership York Participants
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schools, but our students serve as mentors to local children. Our SUCCESS Center
is open to any student of any age who needs academic assistance. Additionally,
public and homeschooled high school students are permitted to enroll in courses
offered on the York College campus at a special per-hour price, and depending on
the policies of their schools, satisfy high school graduation requirements.
The fine arts program plays a significant role to the public in meeting educational
needs and providing entertainment opportunities. Two examples are the Concert
Choir and the drama department’s Traveling Children’s Theatre. The Concert Choir
performs several concerts each year, including a Christmas break tour and two
concerts for the community of York.
The two local concerts include one of
acapella repertoire each January and
a Spring Works concert each April.
The Celebration Singers perform
concerts for local service clubs and
other community groups. The
Traveling Children’s Theatre takes its
shows to elementary schools and
libraries in the area. The group

The YC Traveling Children's Theatre performs in schools
throughout Nebraska.

performs 22-26 shows each spring.
Providing educational theatre to area schools exposes children to theatre and
literature; the free performances provide a pathway for teachers to read the books
that correspond to the touring production. Since many of these rural schools lack the
funding to provide for this kind of educational programming, the benefits for the public
good are evident.
Community groups such as Leadership York and the Chamber of Commerce
regularly meet in college facilities, often eating in the Cafeteria or contracting with the
food service company. The College Prayer Chapel, which is open to the public, is
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used by alumni and community members for weddings and community religious
observances, such as the Ministerial Alliance Lent services. The indoor track, located
within the Holthus Field House, is open to the public. The Athletic Department cosponsors an annual coaching clinic with York General Hospital for coaches of area
schools. Fine arts faculty members are actively involved in the Yorkshire Playhouse.
1.D.2. The institution's educational responsibilities take primacy over other
purposes, such as generating financial returns for investors, contributing to a
related or parent organization, or supporting external interests.
York College is a not-for-profit teaching and learning institution, and as such, we
recognize that our business is education. Salaries for instructional faculty and
support staff make up approximately one-fourth of our annual budget.
1.D.3. The institution engages with its identified external constituencies and
communities of interest and responds to their needs as its mission and
capacity allow.
York College’s faculty, staff, and students are involved in both the “town and gown”
and their involvement enriches the local community in positive ways. One example of
such impact comes from an alumna who is the women’s ministry director at the local
homeless shelter, The Living Water Rescue Mission.
We have been blessed many a time by the generosity and giving hearts of the
students of York College. We have had social service clubs come and
volunteer either at the mission itself or for an event. We even have several
students who are currently volunteering individually in their spare time. It is
wonderful to see them serve the Lord with glad hearts. At our last women’s
event we were even more blessed to see the spouses of some of the
Professors and Staff of York College show up to volunteer to serve. On top of
volunteering we have had food, clothes, and other donations come in from the
generosity of York College.
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YC lives out the institutional mission in a variety of ways in the local community.
These include, but are not limited to, the
following: painting houses for local residents
during Orientation; summer Soul Quest
campers performing service projects;
students volunteering at York Adopt-A-Pet;
social service clubs babysitting, painting,
doing yard work, etc.; and faculty, staff, and

A student paints a house for a family in need

students serving as CASA or TeamMates
mentors. Another important way that the College responds to the needs of the
community lies in the availability of an abundant source of labor. Community
members, business owners, and service leaders often call when looking for an extra
hand for a one-time project or when needing to hire a temporary or part-time worker.
In addition, student-initiated service projects often raise awareness and support
important issues in the community, such as an annual Relay for Life held in the
Holthus Field House and the 2-3 5K runs organized by students to raise money to aid
those fighting against human trafficking. Community groups such as the Chamber of
Commerce and the Rotary club often utilize our facilities for meetings. Another
example is our Prayer Chapel, which may be rented out for weddings, recitals, and
other events.

Criterion One Summary
The institutional mission is articulated formally in official documents and disseminated
widely. The mission guides the institution’s operations and strategic planning, and
provides direction to academic and co-curricular activities. The mission and core
values have guided the College in forming a diverse campus community, helped
shape decision-making, and serve as the expression of the institution’s commitment
to the public good.
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Integrity
2.A. The institution operates with integrity in its financial, academic, personnel,
and auxiliary functions; it establishes and follows fair and ethical policies and
processes for its governing board, administration, faculty, and staff.
The mission, the core values, and the goals of the institution are seen throughout the
Policy and Procedure Manual.5 The manual applies to all York College employees
and addresses the practice of “Acting with Integrity” on page 11.
York College seeks to be people who are honorable, forthright, and upright at
all times. The College’s commitment to integrity demands more than mere
satisfaction of legal and ethical obligations, although the College complies with
the law and conforms to the highest standard of ethical conduct. The College’s
commitment to integrity means that the College actively discerns what is right
from what is wrong; that what the College does flows directly from the
College’s core values. The College values people, the College speaks the
truth, the College has the courage of its convictions, and the College keeps its
commitments. The College does not condone any form of dishonesty such as
fraud, theft, cheating or plagiarism.6
The Manual addresses ethical standards including campus relationships, good
stewardship of the institution’s resources, confidentiality, conflicting interests, legal
compliance, and the YC Code of Ethics. The Manual thoroughly examines and
explains the ethical systems in the various aspects of the College’s practices. These
standards are reflected throughout the published literature that goes to our
prospective students, as well as embedded material within our website.
The Bylaws of York College were recently updated (May 2010) by the Board of
5
6

York College Policy and Procedure Manual
Ibid., 11
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Trustees (BOT) and outline the policy-making structure of the institution. The first
article expresses the purpose and mission of the College, while the following seven
articles detail the trustees, their responsibilities, leadership structure, and ethical
obligations. The remainder of the document outlines the policies and responsibilities
of the Board. Articles XII-XIV specifically address the high ethical standards to which
all Board members are held and specifically address indemnification, conflicts of
interest, and discrimination.7
In 2012 we completed an extensive revision of the faculty and staff handbooks, the
result of which was the Policy and Procedure Manual. This document includes
policies, structures, and guidelines to guide the YC community in matters of policy.
The Policy and Procedure Manual includes critical updates relative to human
resource management, Federal Compliance issues, and reflects the increased use of
technology.
The latest update to the Faculty Handbook was in 2012, when it was incorporated
into the Policy and Procedure Manual. This document clearly communicates the
expectations of ethical conduct to all of YC’s personnel. It defines employee
expectations and responsibilities that are related to conditions of employment,
working conditions, ethical conduct, employee benefits, and other matters. The
manual is available to all employees through the institution’s shared directory and
copies are available through the Chief Financial Officer.
The York College Faculty Forum maintains the ability to address the Administration
and the Board and bring attention to College issues that may include (but are not
limited to) compensation, employment practices, grievance procedures, and other
policies within and outside of academics.8 The Forum is an excellent example of the
open dialog that is supported at YC. The Forum meets monthly and the President
7
8

York College Bylaws, 2010
Faculty Forum Bylaws, 2006
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(elected democratically) communicates concerns or messages back to the Academic
Dean on behalf of the Forum.
The York College Student Handbook communicates expectations for YC students to
engage in ethical and responsible conduct consistent with our mission. The
Handbook addresses topics such as academic dishonesty, computer usage, and theft
or loss of personal property. The faculty and staff use opportunities within the
classroom, Chapel, residence life activities, etc. to reinforce these policies. We
believe conduct is one of the key ways in which direction is influenced. The
Handbook is available to our students, parents, and prospective students via the
internet.
The Policy and Procedure Manual is reviewed yearly by legal staff. Major changes
are approved by the Board of Trustees.
Each August and January the College holds a Faculty/Staff Workshop for all
employees in order to discuss new policy revisions, provide necessary training, etc.
The President traditionally gives a State of the College address at this meeting,
which includes an update on finances. Employees also receive copies of the
President’s Report to the Board9 after the Fall Board Meeting. Any changes in policy
are highlighted and explained in these venues. These reports highlight changes
made within the campus community including (but not limited to) personnel changes,
physical changes, and policy changes both current and upcoming. Customarily the
President releases an abridged version of his board report that speaks to various
audiences such as the Board, the campus, and the public.
2.B. The institution presents itself clearly and completely to its students and to
the public with regard to its programs, requirements, faculty and staff, costs to
students, control, and accreditation relationships.
9

e.g. President’s Report, October 6-7, 2012
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York College employs a variety of communication tools in order to present itself
clearly and completely to current and prospective students, parents of current or
prospective students, and the public-at-large. Formats employed include traditional
print media and electronic publications and communication tools. The primary
repository for information about College programs, requirements, faculty and staff,
costs to students, control,
and accreditation
relationships is the college
website (www.york.edu),
with resources including
the York College 20132014 Academic Catalog
(Catalog) in a printable,
PDF format, departmental
and programmatic
brochures (also in print),
and the college viewbook
(Adventure Inside, also in
print). Our viewbook and
www.York.edu

recruiting videos are
powerful marketing tools,

but are designed to keep the message authentic. Our required, daily Chapel program
and campus-wide email distribution system are used to provide updates as needed
for current students.
Other communication tools used to present a broader picture of the institution’s
purposes and progress include a bi-annual magazine (Heritage), a monthly enewsletter (YC Connect), and a variety of social media options (Facebook, Twitter,
etc.).
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The College mission statement, values and goals are stated in the Catalog, p.4, the
College website, and by other means as noted in criteria one. Other salient parts of
our program and campus culture are evident in both written and verbal
communication with prospective students. Examples include the Bible coursework
requirement as listed in the Catalog, p.18, mandatory Chapel attendance listed in the
Catalog, p.14, institutional regulations in the Catalog, p.14, and Spiritual Life pages
under Campus Life on the College website. In addition to written communication
concerning our purposes, every recruiter, coach, or contact for prospective students
has a checklist of six points that MUST be covered before a prospect may enroll at
York College.10
General and degree specific program
information may be found for traditional,
on-campus students in the College
Academic webpages, the Catalog, p.1516, and the College Viewbook, p.17.
Degree plans are found in the Catalog,
pp. 71-154. Individual academic
department and related degree programs
are described in department specific
brochures and on department specific
webpages. Information included in both
print and online formats include degree
options and course offerings. Department
specific webpages also list department faculty.
General education requirements for all degree programs are found in the Catalog,
pp.16-18. General education and institutional requirements are also listed as a
component for each degree plan in the catalog and as referenced in the webpages
10
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for each department. Academic regulations are listed in the Catalog, pp. 18-26 and
under Academic Policies on the website.
York College Online degree programs are found at the Online Programs page.
The Master of Arts in Education: Curriculum in Instruction is listed on the Online
Program page, and in the Catalog, p.16. The degree plan is listed in the Catalog, pp.
155-156.
Other available program information includes course schedules, a link for textbook
lists and purchasing, Student Handbook, and available Student Services for special
accommodations.
Admission requirements are summarized in the Catalog, p. 6, including guidelines for
conditional admission. On the College website, individual pages outline admission
requirements for First-Time students, Transfer students, Homeschool students,
Veterans, and International students. Additional requirements for the Education
program are listed in the Education Department Candidate Book, pp.6-9 and on the
College website.
Requirements for successful completion of academic programs are included as part
of each degree plan. Grade point requirements for graduation are noted in the
Catalog, p.15.
A list of faculty and staff, complete with credentials, position held, and tenure with the
institution are found in the Catalog, pp. 161-164. A separate webpage lists faculty
credentials and tenure. Faculty are also listed according to academic discipline by
department webpages.
Costs to students are found in the Catalog, p.11 and on a webpage listing tuition and
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fees. Financial aid information is listed in the Catalog, pp. 7-13 and as a component
of the Admissions webpages. Other tools include a net price calculator, a scholarship
page explaining criteria to receive and retain scholarship awards, Loans for
Education, Work Study, Refund Policies, Code of Conduct statement and a Student
Consumer Information page. The Student Consumer Information provides an
overview of the institution’s financial aid program including steps to apply for aid,
types of available aid, and aid retention requirements, retention rates,
completion/graduation and transfer-out rates, campus security policies, student body
diversity, and crime statistics.
The religious affiliation of York College with churches of Christ is noted in the
Catalog, p.5 and on the Church Relations and History of York College pages on the
website. A list of the Board of Trustees is found in the Catalog, pp.157-158 and on
the website. Administration of the college is noted in the Catalog, pp.159-161.
Accreditation relationships are noted in the Catalog, p.1 and p.16, and on the College
webpage for accreditation credentials. Departmental accreditations are noted on
department pages: CAEP (transitioning from its former name, NCATE) for education
and IACBE (Educational member status).
2.C. The governing board of the institution is sufficiently autonomous to make
decisions in the best interest of the institution and to assure its integrity.
The Board of Trustees (BOT) at York College is independent of any other governing
body and is unimpeded in its capacity to make decisions in the institution’s best
interest. While the BOT actively seeks feedback from various groups, it carefully
protects its objectivity and autonomy as a self-perpetuating board, independent of
any other governing body.
The Bylaws charge each Trustee with the duty, responsibility, and honor of serving
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York College in this role.11 The only rewards they are promised are “of pride in the
continuing growth and development of the College they serve, the unique stimulation
of working with a body of committed individuals who seek to ensure the continuing
success of a liberal arts education, and the satisfaction of knowing that they follow in
a tradition older than our country itself.”12 Under these responsibilities, the trustee is
prohibited from accepting personal financial benefits and from allowing outside
parties to exert pressure to change policy, YC operations, or influence business
decisions. It also discourages even the appearance of conflicts of interests. 13 First
and foremost the goal of the Trustee is to protect and enrich the institution. Each
Trustee signs a conflict of interest form at the beginning of their board tenure and
annually recommits.
2.D. The institution is committed to freedom of expression and the pursuit of
truth in teaching and learning.
The commitment of York College to the freedom of expression and the pursuit of truth
in teaching in learning is demonstrated in a number of ways. First, academic freedom
is specifically addressed in one of our core values (Educate): “Academic discovery is
a God‐honoring endeavor characterized by the pursuit of truth and inquiry within the
context of intellectual disciplines. The responsible handling of academic freedom
provides Christian scholars opportunities to explore both a diverse world and their
faith.”14 Within the Policy and Procedure Manual, the issue is further addressed
concerning the faculty, as well as the students.
Freedom in instruction at York College arises from the needs of its students. It
is the student's right to learn the complete truth about the subject he/she
studies, and he/she is privileged to think without restraint about problems
which arise in his/her studies. This freedom should never be denied the
11
12
13
14
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student.
This freedom necessitates a corresponding freedom to instruct by members of
the faculty. However, it must be remembered that all instruction must be
disciplined in expression and action to remain consistent with the mission,
purposes, and values of the College.
The College will impose no limitations upon the freedom of the faculty in the
exposition of the subject matter taught either in the classroom or elsewhere,
but it is expected that each faculty member will use discretion and good
judgment. 15
The administration and BOT respect
the ideals of academic freedom.
Faculty, staff, and students regularly
participate in and provide oversight for
committees directly impacting many
aspects of campus. Committees such
as Academic Integrity Committee,
Domestic and International Studies
Committee, Student Appeals

Fall 2013 Alpha Chi inductees

Committee, Admissions Committee,
Title III Committee, Scholarship Committee, Institutional Review Board, and
Grievance Committee are all good examples of how the institution solicits and listens
to the feedback of its faculty, staff, and students.
The College also employs “Leadership Teams” and “Task Forces” to encourage
campus community input. Current leadership teams include the Administrative
Leadership Team (ALT), Student Development Team, Academic Leadership Team
15

Policy and Procedure Manual 2013, 28.
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(AcLT), and Financial Leadership Team. We intentionally form these teams to reflect
the diversity of our campus and empower the teams to act as needed to carry out
their tasks. Task forces are temporary assignments, with each group appointed to
meet a particular need or address a specific problem or situation: “Individuals may be
asked to serve on a task force because of their knowledge or expertise or because of
the position they occupy at the College.”16
2.E. The institution ensures that faculty, students, and staff acquire, discover,
and apply knowledge responsibly.
2.E.1 The institution provides effective oversight and support services to
ensure the integrity of research and scholarly practice conducted by its faculty,
staff, and students.
York College ensures that faculty, students, and staff acquire, discover, and apply
knowledge responsibly. Policies related to ethical procedures are addressed in the
Policy and Procedure manual and include intellectual property and academic
honesty. The manual explicitly explains these issues and the rights afforded to the YC
employees regarding these issues. The institution consistently works to protect the
rights of all members of the YC community. When relevant, YC has an Internal
Review Board (IRB) that approves all faculty research.
Levitt Library houses “the Library
proper, audio-visual resources,
classrooms, faculty offices, the
Computer Laboratory with 18
computers and Sympodium
technology for classes on the
second floor, and the Carruth
Academic Technology Center with
Levitt Library, foreground
16

20 computer workstations on the
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main floor.”17 Library staff perform a wide-array of services enhancing information
literacy including conducting classroom instruction, as well as individual instruction,
on how to best utilize the Library’s resources, providing assistance in assessing and
using print and digital resources, as well as contextualizing fair use and copyright
laws. Librarians (as well as professors) train students to properly search for
information that is relevant and reliable, as well as to properly evaluate and use said
research in classroom assignments. Many YC students use the library’s computers to
complete class assignments, online research, and online exams.
2.E 2 Students are offered guidance in the ethical use of information resources.
Even before the students arrive at the York College campus, they are made aware of
our best practices through phone conversations and through available materials on
the website. It is stated over and over again in our various publications and media
outlets that we are a Christian institution. Our mission can be found on our website,
along with our goals and values, which clearly express our Christ-centered approach
to all things. We also cover six points that are unique to our identity with each
potential student during the recruiting process. 18 This list is an important part of how
we strive to stay forthright in our recruiting. Our viewbook and recruiting videos are
powerful marketing tools. They were painstakingly created with the goal of keeping
the message simple, clear, and authentic.
2.E.3 The institution has and enforces policies on academic honesty and
integrity.
The Student Handbook addresses a variety of student actions that are contrary to the
ethical code of YC and the potential responses from the College regarding those
actions. Notably, the College takes a strong stand on the issue of academic
dishonesty by defining cheating, plagiarism, and forgery, as well as clearly outlining
17
18
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the consequences of not being scrupulous in all academic efforts. The College
Catalog defines academic dishonesty as cheating, fraud, and/or plagiarism, and uses
Duke University’s Kenan Ethics Program as an outline to classify each aspect of
dishonesty. A plagiarism statement is incorporated into all course syllabi and is
specifically discussed at least once at the beginning of each semester. As of August
2013, York College further shored up the efforts to encourage integrity in our student
body with the implementation of turnitin.com in all classes. This measure is not to be
seen as punitive or distrusting, but rather as an effort to encourage our campus to
truly embrace the Core Values of “Transform” and “Educate”. 19
Also, the Faculty Forum formed the Academic Integrity Committee to further these
efforts. They are reviewing the policies at YC and proposing several policy updates,
as well as a way to introduce the new turnitin.com process. Again, the intent is to
prepare the students for an accountability program with proven results.
Other sections of the Student Code of Conduct address computers and their usage in
the Student Handbook, p.12: “One overriding principle should govern such inquiry:
Freedom of expression and academic freedom should be limited to no greater
degree in electronic format than in printed or oral communication, unless and to the
degree that unique conditions of the new media warrant different treatment.”

Criterion Two Summary
There are expectations and procedures in place to insure students, staff, faculty,
administrators, and BOT all act with ethical and responsible conduct. York College is
transparent in all of its dealings with all of its constituencies as indicated by the
candid nature by which the entirety of our information is conveyed.

19
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Teaching and Learning
3.A. / 3.A.1The institution’s degree programs are appropriate to higher
education / Courses and programs are current and require levels of
performance by students appropriate to the degree or certificate awarded.
Courses and programs are current and require levels of performance by students
appropriate to the degree or certificate awarded. In response to a Board-driven
review by academic consultant Dr. Daniel
Fredricks, all degree programs underwent a
serious review process in the past four years and
substantive changes were made.20 General
education requirements were reviewed, course
descriptions re-written, and the number of options
for general education requirements streamlined to
make a more assessable program. In the fall of
2012, all department chairs worked as an ad-hoc
committee, and with the advice of their
departments, reshaped general education
requirements at York College as part of the overall
process of bringing all possible degree plans to
120 hours. This aligns us with similar national
movements, as well as with the Nebraska P-16 Initiative.
YC previously administered Major Field Exams as a means to assess whether
students were acquiring knowledge commensurate with the degree YC was
awarding; however, since we lacked large enrollment numbers in some programs,
the results were not helpful. The new comprehensive assessment program uses
embedded questions linked to student learning outcomes that are appropriate to
20
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each specific course of study.
General education is assessed using the CAAP exam, which is administered every
spring. CAAP results are compiled and analyzed and any action the assessment
committee deems necessary is presented to the faculty for input and implementation.
This allows us to compare our students to each other, to our learning outcomes, and
to norms across the nation, thus giving us a good “feel” for what is happening in our
general education courses, while simultaneously providing direction for the future.
3.A.2 - The institution articulates and differentiates learning goals for its
undergraduate, graduate, post-baccalaureate, post-graduate, and certificate
programs.
Academically, each department is driven by specific program goals. The path to
achieving these is paved by the individual course student learning outcomes within
the department. These are articulated within each syllabus for every course. Program
outcomes are also indicated on syllabi within each program A comprehensive view of
the entire assessment program appears in the York College Resource Room.
3.A.3 - The institution’s program quality and learning goals are consistent
across all modes of delivery and all locations (on the main campus, at
additional locations, by distance delivery, as dual credit, through contractual or
consortial arrangements, or any other modality).
YC offers both traditional seated courses and web-based study through York College
Online. The institution's program goals and course student learning outcomes are
consistent across all modes of delivery. Since being granted permission from HLC to
offer online courses and degrees, we have worked diligently to ensure that all modes
of delivery have identical goals and outcomes. At the time of this report, we are in
the final stages of finalizing a dual-credit agreement with Brentwood Christian
School, located in Austin, Texas. These offerings will be taught by instructors who are
hired by the College and who meet our credentialing requirements. Dual-credit
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coursework will include the same learning outcomes as our on-site and online
courses. Coursework will also include the same student learning outcomes in our
courses.
York College has several consortia agreements. In these agreements, students
originate at YC, and transfer to partnering institutions; therefore it is incumbent on us
to meet the standards of those institutions, and we coordinate with them to ensure
consistency between our pre-program courses and theirs. Colleges with whom we
have such agreements are Nebraska Christian College and Concordia University. We
also have a new “3+2” articulation agreement with Washington University and the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln for our engineering program.
York College is a charter signatory institution to the Nebraska Transfer Initiative,
which guarantees, within the stipulations of the agreement, a block of general
education courses for qualified students transferring between signatory institutions.
Since 1995, York College and Nebraska Christian College have agreed to a
continuing articulation process which would allow graduates of NCC with Associate in
Arts degrees to complete specific bachelor's degree programs with only two or three
years of full-time study at York College.
3.B / 3.B.1 The institution demonstrates that the exercise of intellectual inquiry
and the acquisition, application, and integration of broad learning and skills
are integral to its educational programs / The general education program is
appropriate to the mission, educational offerings, and degree levels of the
institution.
The general education program at York College is appropriate to the mission,
educational offerings, and degree levels of the institution. Financial concerns in 2008
caused the Board to consider the breadth of ways course offerings were impacting
the institutional budget, and it was determined that the general education
requirements, in particular, were poorly considered, and the methods by which
students were allowed to choose to fulfill their general education requirements did not
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ensure adequate coverage of core educational components. It was deemed that the
curriculum review previous to this had yielded too many options for the students. This
created difficulty for upper-division course instructors, who were more likely to have
non-majors in their classes, which diluted the educational experience for those for
whom such courses were in their major field. Additionally, there was considerable
content overlap between similar general education courses, and it was determined
that by re-authoring syllabi and synthesizing material from multiple courses, fewer
courses that more effectively covered the core elements of the desired curriculum
could be offered.
The general education requirements were again reviewed in the fall of 2012 in
response to the decision to reduce degree plans, when possible, to 120 hours. There
were minor adjustments made and York College now functions under these
parameters.21
3.B.2 - The institution articulates the purposes, content, and intended learning
outcomes of its undergraduate general education requirements. The program
of general education is grounded in a philosophy or framework developed by
the institution or adopted from an established framework. It imparts broad
knowledge and intellectual concepts to students and develops skills and
attitudes that the institution believes every college-educated person should
possess.
A key component of the general education program at York College includes required
Bible courses. These courses are paramount to the mission of the college. Most of
our students will take 6 Bible classes during their undergraduate experience at York.
We use a sliding scale for transfer students to determine the number of courses they
must take. Typically, first year students encounter foundational studies in the Old
Testament and the New Testament. Second-year students study philosophy, ethics,
and spiritual formation, through which students are introduced to a variety of spiritual
and ethical issues in order to help them better engage in the world in which they live,
21
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and to aid in the transformation that is missional. Two additional junior/senior level
courses are required during the remainder of their York College career.
Liberal arts education seeks to develop the inner resources of the individual. It is
designed to liberate the mind and spirit of the student. A Christian liberal arts
education is as much concerned with being as with doing. A person with a liberal arts
education will be active for the common good and will bring this perspective to bear
upon all experiences and relationships.
The liberal arts offerings at York College are designed to help students become more
objective, analytical, and critical, to become more articulate and to lay a foundation in
the humanities and the social, physical, and natural sciences on which to build
lifelong learning. The liberal arts also promote a sensitivity for the human condition,
and a concern for the how and why of human behavior. With this balance, the liberal
arts at York College promote a more disciplined and balanced life.
The faculty regularly review general education goals and modify course offerings
when necessary. Syllabi for each course outline the student learning outcomes for
that specific course, and also point students back to the mission of the institution.
3.B.3 - Every degree program offered by the institution engages students in
collecting, analyzing, and communicating information; in mastering modes of
inquiry or creative work; and in developing skills adaptable to changing
environments.
Each of the College’s degree programs engages students in collecting, analyzing,
and communicating information, as well as in mastering modes of inquiry and
creative work as they develop skills adaptable to changing environments. The
availability of improved technology on our campus has positively impacted our
students in this area. Through funding provided by the Title III Strengthening
Institutions program, the College has made significant technological upgrades across
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campus that will permit students to be exposed to and engage with a variety of
technologies. The College recognizes that the speed with which technology evolves
means that anything students utilize today will likely be obsolete in five or ten years,
however, there is an awareness that being able to adapt to new technologies is
critical, and it is our goal to graduate students who have this ability.
The College utilizes an open source software, Moodle, for online content delivery for
each seated class. Faculty regularly provide study aids through this venue, as well as
opportunities for discussion and inquiry through message boards. They are required
to post course syllabi, grades, and attendance records in Moodle, as well.
Probably one of the most salient ways our students demonstrate their capacity to
collect, analyze, and communicate information is through the use of departmental
“capstone” activities. These capstone experiences include classes, research
presentations, and/or internships. English and History majors have a capstone
course and conduct a final research presentation that is open to the campus
community. Departments that feature “final” presentations are: Education (student
teaching and portfolio), Music (research presentation, student teaching, recital), and
Science (research paper). Bible, Business Communication, and Business Majors
must complete an internship that demonstrates field competence and learning how to
assimilate into their professional worlds.
3.B.4 - The education offered by the
institution recognizes the human
and cultural diversity of the world in
which students live and work.
The education offered by York College
recognizes the human and cultural
diversity of the world in which students
live and work. We provide a number of
A student reads the names of victims of 9-11 during a
special chapel presentation
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courses that expose students to different worldviews, often through field trips, guest
speakers, classroom discussions, and lectures from around the world using Skype
technology. Daily Chapel gatherings provide opportunities for students to hear
special presentations on topics such as Black history and women’s suffrage. Though
the College is affiliated with the churches of Christ, approximately 57% of our
students come from different faith histories, or arrived with no history of religious
faith. We work to ensure that these students are welcomed in a non-judgmental way.
Nebraska - including the community of York - is generally racially homogenous
(89.9% white); however the College positively impacts the diversity of the local
community, with 24.5% of YC students coming from different racial backgrounds.
The College was lacking foreign language offerings. In the fall 2012 semester, we
were able to offer Spanish via a remote instructor using Skype. There have now been
two semesters of Spanish offered. In the fall of '12 Spanish I was offered; in the
spring of 2013 Spanish II was offered. The fall semester (distance learning) did not
go well, so in the spring we adjusted to a seated class, which went much better for
our students. The shift in approach was accompanied by a change of instructor as
well.
The College offers travel study opportunities at least once each year, through which
students and instructors travel to various parts of the United States or internationally
to study specific topics in-depth and receive credit hours.
3.B.5 - The faculty and students contribute to scholarship, creative work, and
the discovery of knowledge to the extent appropriate to their programs and the
institution’s mission.
The faculty and students contribute to scholarship, creative work, and the discovery
of knowledge to the extent appropriate to their programs and the institution’s mission.
Internally, faculty scholarship is recognized in meetings, school publications, and
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through the tenure and promotion process.22
Faculty are encouraged to seek publication in peer-reviewed state and national
journals. Faculty attend conferences both in their discipline areas, and in the area of
educational technology. Occasionally students are invited to participate in these
events, providing them with the opportunity to immerse themselves in their desired
career. This also allows time for students to form deeper relationships with faculty
members, helps the students better understand field-specific issues, and develops
the critical-thinking skills necessary to determine the strong and weak points of
presentations in their chosen fields of study.
The College provides
students with
opportunities for
membership in
national honor
societies such as
Sigma Tau Delta,
Alpha Chi, and /or
Delta Psi Omega.
Many of our degree
programs incorporate
summer internships.
The York College Concert choir performing Mendelssohn’s Elijah in Lincoln, NE

Opportunities are

abundant for students to express their creativity in the fine and performing arts, as
well as through publications such as the English department’s annual studentproduced publication, Unvarnished Words. Education majors are members of the
National Education Association (NEA).
3.C / 3.C.1. The institution has the faculty and staff needed for effective, high22

Policy and Procedure Manual 2013, p.24
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quality programs and student services / The institution has sufficient numbers
and continuity of faculty members to carry out both the classroom and the
non-classroom roles of faculty, including oversight of the curriculum and
expectations for student performance; establishment of academic credentials
for instructional staff; involvement in assessment of student learning.
The College has sufficient numbers and continuity of faculty members to carry out
both their classroom and non-classroom roles, and to provide oversight of the
curriculum and student performance, credentialing instructional staff, and assessing
student learning. Currently, 21 of our full-time instructors have five or more years at
the College, with five of these being Full Professors who have 15+ years of
experience. Twelve assistant professors have 0 - 5 years of experience at the
institution. We are committed to hiring faculty with terminal degrees, as documented
by our three hires for Fall 2013, or equivalent professional experience within their
disciplines. Currently about 55% of all full-time faculty hold their terminal degrees.
Four others are in the process of completing their doctoral work (one is ABD), and
three administrators who regularly teach courses have terminal degrees. Two
adjuncts in the music department have their doctorates. All instructors are
appropriately credentialed.
Faculty are encouraged to engage with students outside of the classroom during
activities such as
Chapel,
performing arts
events, sporting
events, and
Campus Ministry
or Student
Services events,
Faculty regularly support students in their extracurricular activities

and during meals

in the college cafeteria, the homes of the faculty themselves, or at local restaurants.
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York College deliberately hires employees to facilitate accomplishing our mission,
transforming lives, in a campus atmosphere that is intentionally both academic and
familial.
Our 12:1 student-teacher ratio allows faculty to be fully engaged in all aspects of their
jobs. This certainly includes taking oversight of the curriculum in their courses and
establishing sound assessment principles to use. Every faculty member is
responsible for assessing the student learning outcomes in their courses, and
manages student expectations through prompt grading and grade input into Moodle.
Faculty regularly document student attendance and learning in Moodle students so
that students can know their absence and academic standing at all times. Jenzebar,
our campus management software, acquires this data from Moodle, allowing all
departments that require this information have access to it.

3.C.2 - All instructors are appropriately credentialed, including those in dual
credit, contractual, and consortial programs.
All instructional faculty are appropriately credentialed or meet institutional standards
qualifying said individual as an expert in their field. 23
York College has consortial agreements with Concordia University (Art Education),
Washington University (3+2, Engineering), and the University of Nebraska-Lincoln
(3+2, Engineering). We are in the early stages of offering dual credit courses at
Brentwood Christian School (Austin, TX). Under our agreement with Brentwood, the
College will employ the instructors, who must meet our credentialing requirements.
3.C.3 - Instructors are evaluated regularly in accordance with established
institutional policies and procedures.
Instructors are evaluated regularly in accordance with established institutional
policies and procedures. Each semester, students evaluate their instructors. Course
23

Combined Faculty cv
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evaluations are completed online.
For several years, faculty have formulated Professional Improvement Plans based on
feedback they received through their student course evaluations. These plans are
receiving heightened focus under our new assessment procedures. Each year, faculty
outline their improvement plans on what is known as “Form A”24, and share it with the Dean
and their Division Chair. The Division Chair reviews the improvement plan, and if
necessary, identifies additional areas in need of improvement. Together, the faculty
member and the Division Chair complete and sign “Form B”25, which outlines all
improvements the faculty is expected to make. This form is then submitted to the office of
the Academic Dean. Form B is referenced as matters of tenure, promotion, and future
employment are under consideration. “Form C”26 identifies whether an improvement plan
was successfully implemented, and suggests future steps that might be taken. The Division
Chairs are evaluated by the Academic Dean in a similar manner.

3.C.4 - The institution has processes and resources for assuring that
instructors are current in their disciplines and adept in their teaching roles; it
supports their professional development.
York College offers a $500 annual stipend to faculty to underwrite professional
development opportunities. This money may be linked to a request from the
Academic Dean’s office. If in the faculty evaluation process a specific area is targeted
for improvement, the Academic Dean has the authority and responsibility to “earmark” funds to be used in a way that will help strengthen an aspect of an individual
faculty member. In addition, technology training opportunities are provided through
Title III. Student evaluations (noted above) allow academic administrators to review
student concerns related to faculty performance, and address problems as needed.
Another way in which York College promotes faculty development is through tuition
24
25
26

Faculty Self-Assessment Form A
Faculty Self-Assessment Form B
Faculty Self-Assessment Form C
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assistance. Each year, a pre-determined number of faculty have their graduate
studies partially subsidized by the school in return for agreed-upon years of service.
The College pays up to 50% of the current graduate school rate of the University of
Nebraska at Lincoln for faculty working toward a terminal degree.
3.C.5 - Instructors are accessible for student inquiry.
As noted in the Policy and Procedure Manual, faculty are required to post their office
hours and maintain availability to students at a minimum of 15 hours per week. Many
professors hold more office hours that what is expected and are available when
students need them. Many professors come back in the evenings for review/study
sessions or meet students at the cafeteria or in their homes for additional support.
Faculty are encouraged to engage with students outside of the classroom during
activities such as Chapel, performing arts events, sporting events, and Campus
Ministry or Student Services events, and during meals in the college cafeteria, the
homes of the faculty themselves, or at local restaurants. York College employees help
accomplish our mission of transforming lives, in a campus atmosphere that is intentionally
both academic and familial. .

3.C.6 - Staff members providing student support services, such as tutoring,
financial aid advising, academic advising, and co-curricular activities, are
appropriately qualified, trained, and supported in their professional
development.
Staff members assist students through tutoring, financial aid advising, academic
advising, and co-curricular activities. These employees are appropriately qualified,
trained, and supported in their professional development. The college provides
financial resources for training those whose duties depend on their knowledge of
regulations that govern their area. An example of this is our department of Financial
Aid. Employees in this department attend the Federal Student Aid Conference, which
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is put on by the US Department of Education. They also attend the Nebraska
Association of Financial Aid Administrators ( NeASFAA) spring conference, which
provides updates on federal regulations.
The Student SUCCESS Center director is appropriately qualified to help students
and continues to receive training.
The SUCCESS Center also
utilizes peer tutors, and the
center director trains them. Each
of the tutors is majoring in the
area they are tutoring or have
had the Gen Ed classes (i.e.
Bible) they are tutoring, ensuring
confidence in their knowledge of
subject matter. The Director of

The College hosts an annual Cultural Geography Fair

the SUCCESS Center has faculty
members verify the ability of all tutors used in the program. Those that are education
majors also rely on their learning in their major classes to help them know how to
work with students seeking help. All tutors have basic training in topics such as
learning styles, memory, concentration, study tips, test-taking, motivation, goalsetting, time management, note-taking, stress management, and study groups. In
addition, each tutor is trained in the importance of good people skills and the
confidentiality of each tutoring session.
Under FERPA, our students must self-identify if they have any learning condition or
disability that needs accommodation. The SUCCESS Center director makes the
necessary judgments and then sends a list of accommodations to faculty with the
hope that following these will enable them to experience the success desired by both
the student and the institution.
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3.D / 3.D.1. The institution provides support for student learning and effective
teaching / The institution provides student support services suited to the
needs of its student populations.
A primary example of evidence for the College’s emphasis on supporting the needs
of our student population can be seen in the SUCCESS Center, mentioned above.
This program was instituted as part of our Strengthening Institutions grant, and
provides free academic support to any student who needs it. Faculty are instructed to
direct students there when they believe it would benefit them.
Financial assistance is provided for students who need psychological support,
provided that it has been verified that they need services and are uninsured. The
Mental Health Coordinator works with staff to either help determine the best direction
for care, or meet with students directly in order to assess need and the level of
assistance that would be best. Students have the option to meet with one of the two
counselors contracted by the College, and the College will pay for up to five
sessions, with the understanding that this can be continued by the student if possible.
3.D.2 - The institution provides for learning support and preparatory instruction
to address the academic needs of its students. It has a process for directing
entering students to courses and programs for which the students are
adequately prepared.
•

The College requires freshmen to enroll in the for-credit course titled
Freshman Seminar. The intention is that they will experience greater levels of
socialization and academic success due to the exposure and experiences they
obtain. Three objectives guide course content:

•

Spiritual Objective: To open the eyes of every first-year student to see the love
that God has for them and that God has good plans for their life (Jeremiah
29:11). To encourage first-year students to rise and answer the call God has
placed in their lives and from a motivational perspective offer them the
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guidance to achieve their dreams.

•

Academic Objective: To make every first year student aware of the challenges,
transitions and pitfalls of the first-year and help them develop the skills,
competencies and information necessary to persist to graduation.

•

Social Objective: To make every student aware of the fruitful social
environment of York College and the advantages of embracing new
opportunities, becoming involved, and becoming a leader.

The institution provides for learning support and preparatory instruction to address
the academic needs of its students. It has a process for directing students to courses
and programs for which the students are adequately prepared. Students who do not
meet at least two of the criteria under Regular Admission item 4 may be admitted on
a conditional (probationary) basis by the Acceptance Committee, whose decisions
are final. Those students may be required to pass a study skills course and/or
specific remedial courses, and/or to work with peer tutor(s). Students admitted on a
conditional basis usually may only sign up for 13 credit hours and must meet the
satisfactory academic progress requirements by the end of their first semester at
York College. Successful completion of one semester will remove the probationary
status. Failure to comply with any of the stipulations can result in continued probation
or academic suspension.
Through the admission process, students are identified using standardized
assessment scores, such as the ACT, SAT, or COMPASS, to determine their level of
English, Math, and Reading proficiency. Students who score less than an 18 ACT
Composite (or comparable SAT or COMPASS score) or who score less than an 18
within any sub-score scale, are placed in a supportive, educational course matching
their deficit skill. Currently-enrolled students may also be placed in a support course
at their own request, or at the request of a professor or the SUCCESS Center
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Director.
3.D.3 - The institution provides academic advising suited to its programs and
the needs of its students.
The institution provides academic advising suited to its programs and the needs of
the students. During the 2011-2012 Academic year, through the Title III grant, York
College implemented a
Freshman Cohort program. This
program ensures that all
Freshman students are assigned
to an advisor and a Freshman
Seminar professor to enable
communication and cooperation
between the student, the
Freshman Move-in Day, 2013

professor, and the advisor. After
the Freshman Cohort experience,

the students are then assigned to an advisor in their major field of study.
In 2012, the College implemented a national testing program called ENGAGE. This
assessment measures personal, behavioral, and academic skills critical to college
achievement. These scores are given to a student's advisor to assist with student
preparation for successfully navigating the remainder of their collegiate career.
Non-Freshman are advised through major field advisor assignment. In the case of
undeclared students, advisees are assigned to advisors who possess a smaller
advising load. Each advisor is required to develop a collaborative yet supportive
relationship with each advisee. During this process the advisee and advisor develop
an academic strategy to complete their specific degree plan, register for classes,
resolve conflicts and move toward degree completion. At York College, the
collaborative advisee / advisor relationship is intended to foster the transformational
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experience and to assist in directing the student toward a life of service to God,
family and society.
3.D.4 - The institution provides to students and instructors the infrastructure
and resources necessary to support effective teaching and learning
(technological infrastructure, scientific laboratories, libraries, performance
spaces, clinical practice sites, museum collections, as appropriate to the
institution’s offerings).
The quality and integrity of
instruction is central to the mission
of York College. The Annual
Program Assessment Report
provides an opportunity for faculty to
make recommendations regarding
our facilities, the function and
availability of technology, the
The Fall 2013 production of Strange Boarders in Gurganus Hall

development of intern and practice
sites, and the effectiveness of our

course offerings. The process is outlined in the Institutional Assessment Plan.
Our facilities support teaching and learning across disciplines, such as: fine arts
performances (Gurganus Hall and the Prayer Chapel); fine arts rehearsals (Gurganus
Hall); biology, chemistry and physics instruction (Sack Hall); research (Levitt Library); and
physical education / special education (Holthus Fieldhouse and Freeman Center).

3.D.5 - The institution provides to students guidance in the effective use of
research and information resources.
York College freshman are provided instruction during freshman English on
information literacy and the use of college resources. Links to self-guided aids and
other resources are available on the Library page of the York College website. All
programs contain a research and / or research and writing course within each of its core
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curricula. Our librarians educate, inform, and train as needed for individuals and

classes. Library staff also assist our students and faculty with obtaining materials
through inter-library loan, which is an important service given our limited resources.
3.E. The institution fulfills the claims it makes for an enriched educational
environment.
York College has implemented a comprehensive program through which assessment is
carried out: The Institutional Assessment Plan. This faculty-driven process ensures that
York College is providing an enriched educational environment. The Academic Leadership
Team (AcLT), all faculty, and relevant stakeholders provide input through the Annual
Institutional Report and Individual Program Reports. This documentation guides decisionmaking for the institution.

3.E.1- Co-curricular programs are suited to the institution’s mission and
contribute to the educational experience of its students.
York College seeks to provide a well-rounded education consistent with the mission,
goals, and purposes of the institution. In addition to the curriculum, transforming,
educating, equipping, and preparing for service occurs through a student’s
involvement in co-curricular programs, such as student clubs, organizations,
performance groups, professional and business clubs, and other campus
activities. These co-curricular programs and events provide opportunities for service to the
college and civic community, while enhancing the transformational experience through a
relevant application of knowledge. For example, York Campus Ministries (YCM) and our
daily Chapel service contribute to transformation; our athletics programs transform
students and equip them with attributes such as strength, endurance, integrity, pride, and a
strong work ethic; our fine and performing arts programs transform, equip, and educate
students and provide context for a broader world view; social service clubs and service
projects support service.

3.E.2 - The institution demonstrates any claims it makes about contributions to
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its students’ educational experience by virtue of aspects of its mission, such
as research, community engagement, service learning, religious or spiritual
purpose, and economic development.
•

The Core Values expressed as part of YC’s mission - transform, educate,
equip, and serve contribute to the fourpronged approach through
which our students are
educated. Examples of
ways in which each Value
is demonstrated are:

•

Spiritual transformation is
encouraged through daily
Chapel encounters and

YC students carrying flags from their home states in a local parade

activities facilitated by York Campus Ministries (YCM)
•

Education occurs through academic discovery in each of our classrooms

•

Equipping occurs as capstone projects create valuable networking opportunities

•

Service to others is carried out through our social clubs as they work with Adopt-APet, Epworth Village, York Children’s Museum, Living Water Mission, Adopt-AHighway, Girls on the Run, Down Syndrome Buddy Walk, and the East Hill clothing
drive.

Criterion Three Summary
All York College degree plans are appropriate and entail comprehensive learning
outcomes that are consistent in both our seated and online offerings. The newlyrevised general education requirements are both robust and broad in nature. Student
learning outcomes are listed in every syllabus and measured in every class as part of
our thorough assessment program. Learning takes place in an environment that
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recognizes and celebrates diversity. York College has an effective and consistent
process for diagnosing academic deficiencies and prescribing remediation plans.

The academic qualifications of our faculty are more robust than they were at the time
of our previous accreditation visit. This has resulted in an improved academic
climate, and greater contributions to student learning. Newly-instituted policies allow
students to receive academic assistance when and if they need it. Additionally, we
have implemented systematic and regular faculty evaluations that incorporate input
from both students and division chairs. This approach helps ensure that students
experience a mission-based learning environment that is guided by competent,
caring faculty.
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Teaching and Learning
Component 4.A / 4.A.1The institution demonstrates responsibility for the
quality of its education programs / The institution maintains a practice of
regular program reviews.
York College regularly reviews its programs. This process is led by the faculty, and
works concurrently with our academic administrative structure. The Academic Dean
and the Academic Leadership Team (AcLT) contribute to the process by working with
the faculty as they examine and make changes in general education and degree
plans. Additionally, they collaborate to design appropriate assessment tools, interpret
assessment results, and make changes as informed by the data.
The AcLT is comprised of the Dean and the Chairs for the following divisions: Arts &
Humanities, Bible, Natural Sciences and Mathematics, and Professional Programs.
York College’s general education program has been examined and revised twice
during the past 6 years, most recently in 2012. At that time, all degree plans were
examined and changed so that most degree plans contain 120 hours. This was done
concurrently with the general education review. The results of this process can be
found in the Catalog and degree plans.
All degree plans are on a rotating schedule for evaluation, and when scheduled,
faculty begin the process and make recommendations to the AcLT via their division
chair for further discussion and implementation.
4.A.2 / 4.A.3 The institution evaluates all the credit that it transcripts, including
what it awards for experiential learning or other forms of prior learning / The
institution has policies that assure the quality of the credit it accepts in
transfer.
York College evaluates all credit it transcripts, including those awarded for
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experiential learning or other forms of prior learning, through the office of the
Registrar.27 Every course from every transcript is evaluated to determine its York
College equivalent. This information is recorded in Jenzabar, our campus information
management system, to be used by both students and faculty advisors. York College
accepts credit from accredited colleges. Coursework transferred from non-accredited
institutions is examined on a case-by-case basis by the Registrar, in consultation with
the appropriate departmental faculty.
The Registrar works jointly with the appropriate department chairs to determine
whether credits will be awarded for experience or prior learning. The Academic Dean
is as involved as deemed necessary by the Registrar or department chair. Awarded
credits are recorded in Jenzabar for use by the student and their faculty advisor.
4.A.4 - The institution maintains and exercises authority over the prerequisites
for courses, rigor of courses, expectations for student learning, access to
learning resources, and faculty qualifications for all its programs, including
dual credit programs. It assures that its dual credit programs or programs for
high school students are equivalent in learning outcomes and levels of
achievement to its higher education curriculum.
York College maintains and exercises authority over its prerequisite courses. This is
accomplished by the Registrar and the department chairs working together to ensure
the necessary academic flow of courses is in place to maximize student learning
effectiveness. Once determined, the prerequisites are noted in the college catalog
and “flagged” in Jenzabar to facilitate accurate course scheduling.
The rigor of courses is the primary responsibility of each academic department.
Periodic review takes place as scheduled, and is informed by the ongoing
assessment program of the college. Where appropriate, changes can be made at the
departmental level. If more help is desired, each department chair can take their
concerns/issues to their division chair, who is empowered to help at that level. If
27

AIM Standards
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necessary, the division chair may take the matter in question to the AcLT for further
discussion and resolution.
Every course taught at York College has student learning outcomes (SLOs). This is
the process by which the college ensures that student learning is occurring. These
learning outcomes are assessed in various ways, but there is a direct “closing of the
loop” based on the results of these SLOs. If the data and its interpretation point to
any faculty issues that need to be addressed, that is ancillary to measuring the
students’ learning. These SLOs are stated in each syllabus, thus allowing student
and teacher alike to have a more complete understanding of what is expected
regarding teaching and learning.
York College has a well-trained library staff to assist in the school’s access to learning
resources, including access to materials via inter-library loan. The library staff
updates faculty as new books and electronic resources become available.
York College contracts with an online book supplier, Akademos, for its textbook
acquisition. This replaced our old "bookstore" and has resulted in more student
choice, while maintaining full faculty control of selection, content, and structure. We
continue to search for ways to uphold academic integrity while finding cost effective
ways to meet the students' needs.
York College maintains appropriate standards in hiring qualified faculty. The school is
guided by a combination of institutional standards and the standards of accrediting
agencies such as the Higher Learning Commission, the Council for the Accreditation
of Educator Preparation (CAEP, formerly NCATE), the Nebraska Department of
Education, and the International Assembly for Collegiate Business Education
(IACBE). Credentials are verified through transcripts, reference checks, and teaching
interviews. A minimum of a master’s degree is required to teach non-remedial
courses. Instructors for the online Masters in Education program must have their
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earned doctorate. Faculty members in both seated and online courses are expected
to comply with expectations in the Policy and Procedure Manual. The Dean’s office
confidentially deals with matters of faculty remediation.
One way we work to ensure faculty growth and development is through the use of
faculty development forms. The first of these forms, Form A, facilitates reflection on
the part of individual faculty members based on student evaluations, and requires
faculty to identify improvements they will make in the upcoming year. Form A is
submitted to the Division Chair, who then meets with the faculty member, and who
may identify additional desired improvements, which are recorded on Form B. Forms
A and B are then submitted to the office of the Academic Dean. These documents
help form the foundation for ongoing faculty evaluation and development, and are
referenced when issues of remediation and contractual discussion arise.
We do not currently have any dual credit arrangements, although high school
students are welcome to take classes on our campus. Whether their high school
allows those classes to count for credit at the high school is up to the administration
of the high school.
4.A.5 - The institution maintains specialized accreditation for its programs as
appropriate to its educational purposes.
York College presently maintains specialized accreditation in one field: education.
This is our most populated degree plan, and students can move across the country
pursuing jobs with much greater ease because of our CAEP accreditation. Closely
linked to this is the necessary accreditation / approval that must come from the
Nebraska Department of Education (NDE).28 These are both current, in full standing,
and the department functions to manage accreditation issues in an ongoing manner.
Our faculty are active in acquiring the necessary training and information to keep
accreditation issues and concerns current and relevant. These accrediting agencies
28

NDE - most recent
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inform faculty course loads.
York College is presently in the early stages of pursuing accreditation for its Business
program with the International Assembly for Collegiate Business Educators. We are
currently educational members and expect to continue the process over the next two
years. As part of the accreditation process, the Business Department has
restructured its degree offerings. 000We now offer a Bachelor’s of Business
Administration, through which all business majors take the same core courses in
addition to specialized courses. The department has also altered its capstone course
by emphasizing the departmental outcomes in that course and having the
department chair teach the course. Other changes include the increased number of
offerings for sports management majors.
4.A.6 - The institution evaluates the success of its graduates. The institution
assures that the degree or certificate programs it represents as preparation for
advanced study or employment accomplish these purposes. For all programs,
the institution looks to indicators it deems appropriate to its mission, such as
employment rates, admission rates to advanced degree programs, and
participation in fellowships, internships, and special programs (e.g., Peace
Corps and Americorps).
York College has not maintained a systematic
database of employment rates, admission rates
to advanced degree programs, or participation
rates in fellowships, internships, and special
programs. Some departments, such as
Education, survey their graduates and their
employers at one and five years post-graduation.

While each department has been able to
provide some information from the institutional
memory of long-term faculty, no formal process
of retaining such data has existed. This
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weakness was fully recognized in the spring of 2013; therefore, new and emerging
higher education accountability standards relative to the collection and aggregation of
post-graduation data began to be implemented at York College beginning with the
graduating class of 2013. These data are retained in the Office of the Academic Dean
for assessment and reporting purposes. The new process will provide more
accountably and help us successfully assess our programs.
Component 4.B - The institution demonstrates a commitment to educational
achievement and improvement through ongoing assessment of student
learning
York College is committed to educational achievement and improvement. After a
thorough re-examination of our assessment program in Fall 2011, we determined a
more rigorous and systematic process was necessary. A year of study, consultation,
and meeting led to a new assessment program which became fully operational in Fall
2012. A graphic of the overall design has been provided in our Resource Room.29
4.B.1 - The institution has clearly stated goals for student learning and
effective processes for assessment of student learning and achievement of
learning goals.
Our current assessment plan was driven by the faculty. Departments examined and
updated the departmental mission statement, program outcomes, and course student
learning outcomes. Each department then established the assessment measures to
accompany the program outcomes and course student learning outcomes.
Embedded questions, used as assessment anchors, are our primary learning
assessment tools. Each faculty member includes questions on their tests / finals that
directly assess one of the student learning outcomes listed for the course. Our
Resource Room contains a comprehensive list of our SLOs 30 and embedded

29
30
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questions31
Responses to embedded questions are not the only assessment information
gathered. Other standard assessment methods (essays, tests, grades, reflections,
forum posts) allow triangulation of data to occur within departments. This gives each
department a chance to regularly examine the data in comparison with student
learning outcomes and program goals, thus allowing required adjustments to close
the assessment loop. This on-going process is vital to the academic health and wellbeing of both student and faculty.
After a Fall 2012 “pilot,” the assessment of embedded questions provided more
delineation among the students’ learning. Each student learning outcome is now
rated, not merely as “passing or failing,” but as “below, approaching, meeting, or
exceeding.” This change took place in the Spring of 2013 and will continue each
semester hereafter.32
4.B.2 - The institution assesses achievement of the learning outcomes that it
claims for its curricular and co-curricular programs.
The above stated part of the assessment program directly assesses the learning
outcomes of each curricular and co-curricular offering on campus. Learning
outcomes are listed for the students in each syllabus, and each department
determines the best ways to measure these outcomes. The embedded questions can
be found with multiple formats, with some occurring on the semester final and others
occurring on assignments and tests throughout the semester.
Results of campus assessments prior to Fall 2012 have been provided in truncated
form in our Resource Room.33 34Results of the new assessment plan are provided
31
32
33
34
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there as well.35
4.B.3 - The institution uses the information gathered from assessment to
improve student learning.
The Division chairs provide assessment reports to the Academic Dean, who in turn
shares them with the AcLT. The Dean serves as chair of the assessment committee
and works in cohort with other faculty on the committee. Once the data is collected,
codified, and reviewed, that information is sent back to the departments for
interpretation and action. Departments then close the assessment loop by making
changes to their courses or programs. Once these changes are made, the results
then make their way to the AcLT.
If at any point in the AcLT's deliberations there is cause for concern or action, the
division chair
communicates this with
the department and may
facilitate or help the
process within the
department, but the final
responsibility lies with the
department to make any
necessary revisions. We
believe that this flow of
information (department division - AcLT/Academic
Dean - division – department) facilitates effective, frequent, and necessary
communication as we seek to improve student learning.
Each department chair is responsible for filling out and turning in the year's
35
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assessment paperwork at the end of the spring semester. Examples are included in
the York College Resource Room.36
A department's overall curriculum and assessment plan is thoroughly reviewed every
4 years. As this document is being written there are departments in the midst of this
process. Others will handle this task during their assigned year. This cycle of
assessment, both at the micro and the macro level, facilitates an on-going
commitment to excellence, and is salient in a culture of assessment that provides
and ensures appropriate academic rigor and continuing improvement. A diagram of
the cycle of departmental evaluation of curriculum and assessment can be found in
the Resource Room.37
We use our assessment process to make curricular changes. For example, from the
previous assessment cycle (reported in the 2007 - May 2012 Institutional
Assessment Summary Report) the Business program noted a need to create a nonmajor section of Accounting Principles for students who were not intending to pursue
an accounting degree. In another instance (from the same assessment cycle), the
Department of Psychology revised their degree plan to align course offerings with
student learning outcomes that were designed to better prepare their graduates.
4.B.4 - The institution’s processes and methodologies to assess student
learning reflect good practice, including the substantial participation of faculty
and other instructional staff members.
Although there had been much anecdotal and intermittent assessment prior to York
College’s new assessment plan, it was determined that the past system lacked
administrative support, rigor, diligence, intent, and cohesiveness. After a visit to St.
Ambrose College in Davenport, IA, whose assessment program was recommended
to us by a peer reviewer, it was determined by York’s assessment team that much of
36
37
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that model would be adopted. It is our feeling that the rigor, diligence, intent, and
cohesiveness sought has been accomplished, and we are into our second year of a
thorough and ongoing assessment program.
All faculty members and other instructional staff members are involved in the
assessment process. The collective information is dealt with at a departmental and/or
divisional level as appropriate, but every person involved in instruction participates in
the assessment program.
Component 4C / 4.C.1 The institution demonstrates a commitment to
educational improvement through ongoing attention to retention, persistence,
and completion rates in its degree and certificate programs / The institution
has defined goals for student retention, persistence, and completion that are
ambitious but attainable and appropriate to is mission, student populations,
and educational offerings.
York College displays its commitment to improving through its retention efforts. We
track retention rates from semester to semester.38 The purpose of the SUCCESS
Center is to aid students with academic struggles in order to help them persist and
matriculate to graduation.
Since we are enrollment-dependent, retention and persistence rates are closely
monitored. We use these numbers as we form our five-year budget plan, making
budgetary adjustments based on student numbers. We have identified consistent
patterns from these rates that we use as assumptions in developing our budget. For
example, we expect our spring enrollment to be at 90% of our fall headcount. Such a
determination allows us to prepare adequately for spring classes, hiring of adjuncts,
etc.
4.C.2 - The institution collects and analyzes information on student retention,
persistence, and completion of its programs
38

Retention Rates
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York College tracks the matriculation of its students on a semester to semester basis
using a spreadsheet available to all the integral institutional offices. The semester-bysemester spreadsheet allows us to respond to issues that impact retention. Concerns
are noted in a shared spreadsheet and members of the retention team coordinate
appropriate follow up with students. Additionally, we use a campus-wide early alert
system, housed in the main campus management system. The early alert system is
available to all faculty and staff to post a concern about any student, at any time, for
any reason. This data is extremely vital to putting together the whole picture when
analyzing institutional graduation rates, and can also help track individual program
retention.
A semester by semester analysis is done at the beginning of each semester in order
to locate any emergency retention issues; furthermore, this data is used to piece
together 4 year graduation rates and analysis of why students do not persist.
Institutional processes for collecting data are primarily conducted by the Academic
Dean's office but are supported by the efforts of individuals in the Campus Life office.
4.C.3 - The institution uses information on student retention, persistence, and
completion rate to make
improvements as
warranted by the data.
Each year the most relevant
information regarding student
retention, persistence, and
completion rates are shared
with the appropriate campus
constituencies. Conclusions
drawn based upon
previously-collected data
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provided the impetus for significant changes in several of our programs.
The most extensive program we launched as a result of these conclusions is our
“First Year Experience.” Each incoming student is placed in a cohort. Academic
advising and social experiences are implemented through this program as a way to
ensure that students transition successfully to York College, and hence, stay for the
duration of their undergraduate experience.
Due to assessment of this program’s data, the “experience” was changed in the fall of
2013, including alterations to the content in the Freshman Seminar course. Directed
by the Academic Dean’s office, this program will continue to rigorously assess itself
and make adjustments as necessary.
Another use of this data has been an enhanced attention to all academic advising
and academic intervention. Our new campus management software makes it easier
for us to keep track of students and quickly act appropriately as situations dictate.
Another directive has been the increased attention to ensuring that each student has
met the academic equivalent of an A.A. degree by the end of their sophomore year.
This is difficult with course rotations and major field studies, but this is certainly
occurring more frequently as a result of our data collection and analysis.
4.C.4 - The institution’s processes and methodologies for collecting and
analyzing information on student retention, persistence, and completion of
degree programs reflect good practice. (Institutions are not required to use
IPEDS definitions in their determination of persistence or completion rates.
Institutions are encouraged to choose measures that are suitable to their
student populations, but institutions are accountable for the validity of their
measures).
York College uses the IPEDS cohort retention and persistence data for freshman to
sophomore rates as well as FTIAC graduation rates. Concurrent to the IPEDS
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reporting structure, York College has begun to track graduation rates based upon a
more reliable sample of graduates which includes transfer students and students who
drop out and later return.

Criterion Four Summary
All degree plans at York College are part of a cyclical review process. This process
assures the relevance and quality dictated by the marketplace and particular field of
study. All academic credit, including transfer hours, are regularly checked and verified
by the registrar. Currently, the York College education department is accredited by
NCATE and the business program hopes to be accredited by the IABCE in the fall of
2013.
York College now has a very robust assessment program. Anchors of this are the
embedded questions that assess the student learning outcomes. Departments review
these results and make necessary changes to program, curricula, and outcomes,
thus insuring the “loop is closed.” The cycle starts over and continues from there. All
faculty and appropriate staff are involved in assessment.
The institution places a premium on tracking retention, persistence, and completion.
Our numbers are increasing in these areas, with plans in place to continue this trend.
We feel that good practice is in place to assure the ongoing success of our academic
programs.
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Resources, Planning, and Institutional Effectiveness
5.A. / 5A.1. The institution’s resource base supports its current educational
programs and its plans for maintaining and strengthening their quality in the
future / The institution has the fiscal and human resources and physical and
technological infrastructure sufficient to support its operations wherever and
however programs are delivered.
YC continues to make improvements to its physical plant and campus technology.
These improvements show we are moving forward and taking the necessary steps to
ensure we have adequate resources to fulfill our mission. There are a variety of ways
in which the College is demonstrating it has the necessary resources; for instance,
YC has operated in the black since FY 2009 and remains current on payments to
vendors39; the annual independent audit of our financial statements has given us an
unqualified opinion each year40; the College has increased the number of full-time
faculty members to 35 (from 30) since 2009; the College secured a Title III grant in
200941; iPads were given to classroom faculty in fall 2012 to encourage use of
technology in instruction; IT established a plan and process for upgrading computers
on campus42; Jenzabar (data management system) was purchased and
implemented; classrooms have been remodeled.
5.A.2. The institution’s resource allocation process ensures that its educational
purposes are not adversely affected by elective resource allocations to other
areas or disbursement of revenue to a superordinate entity.
The budget committee includes all of the YC Administrative Leadership Team (ALT).
Total budget is determined by the headcount from the previous fall. Allocations of
resources are decided based upon input from each vice president over their
respective area, with the goal of accomplishing our mission included in all resource
allocation decisions. YC is a non-profit institution and takes steps to maintain
39
40
41
42
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expenses at or below the level of income.
The Board of Trustees approves the annual budget. Since the Board is ultimately
responsible for the institutional mission, their role in the budgeting process helps
ensure the College stays true to its mission in its fiscal matters.
Since 2010, the College has looked at ways to increase
faculty salaries and has made progress in that regard.
During the same time, staff did not receive any increases
in an effort by the institution to focus resources on
instruction. In 2012, YC joined the CCCU (Council of
Christian Colleges and Universities). Within this
organization, we have identified our peer group as
Christian institutions with fewer than 1,000 students.
Within our peer group, YC faculty salaries are above the mean for professors and all
faculty. We are near the mean for associate and assistant professors. 43
5.A.3. The goals incorporated into mission statements or elaborations of
mission statements are realistic in light of the institution’s organization,
resources, and opportunities.
The goals of York College flow from its core values, which are derived from its
mission. These goals describe the resulting characteristics YC desires to see in its
graduates after they have been transformed, educated, and equipped for service.
Despite the complexity in meeting these goals with every single student, the
challenge to the campus community to operate within the spirit of these goals is
positive for the entire campus community, including each individual student; for
example, daily Chapel provides a gathering place for the community – and reinforces
the concept of community – in which each of the four goals finds expression
throughout the semester. Our Chapel service also illustrates the Christ-centered
43
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aspect of our mission. Chapel makes sense and works for us because of our
emphasis on community and our mission. We have built the daily academic calendar
around Chapel as a key expression of our mission, evidenced by the 15-30 minute
gap between Chapel and classes each day (15 minutes on Tuesday/Thursday, 30
minutes on Monday/Wednesday/Friday) for the purpose of strengthening the sense
of community.
5.A.4. The institution’s staff in all areas are appropriately qualified and trained.
The College is able to successfully execute its vision and strategies through the
efforts of a well-educated and dedicated workforce. Staff members at York College
are appropriately trained. While many staff duties do not require specific outside
training, for staff that hold positions that require area-specific knowledge of laws and
policies, the College ensures that they receive the necessary training and instruction;
for example, individuals in the Admissions department gain professional training
through participation in state and national
admissions-related professional
organizations (NACRAO and AACRAO).
Financial Aid staff hold memberships in and
receive training from NASFAA and
NeASFAA and annually attend the Federal
Student Aid Conference conducted by the
U.S. Department of Education; in addition,
each member of the ALT attends annual
Associate Professor Erin DeHart presents on
Holocaust Education

meetings of their peers from institutions
affiliated with our faith (i.e. Pepperdine

University, Abilene Christian University, Lipscomb University, Harding University, etc.)
so that they are not only up-to-date in their knowledge of policies and procedures, but
also aware of faith-related trends and issues.
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Job specifications include minimum qualifications and requirements for each campus
position. The academic preparation of our workforce is supplemented by ongoing
professional development during their years of service at the College. Faculty receive
an annual stipend to use at their discretion for professional development, such as
attending and/or presenting their work at state, regional, national, and international
seminars and conferences. Faculty and staff may also participate in a tuition
reimbursement plan to pursue additional degrees.
5.A.5. The institution has a well developed process in place for budgeting and
for monitoring expense.
The budget Committee includes each member of the ALT, allowing input from each
area for funding requests. The financial realities of a high debt load and the desire to
reduce the line of credit has necessitated limited growth in many budget lines.
The data content management system allows each budget manager to view his/her
budget at any time, including the ability to see the detail entries. Budget managers
and their respective vice president must approve requests for expenditures in their
area. The ALT re-evaluates the budget each fall in light of that year’s enrollment and
makes necessary adjustments. This process allows us to operate in the black each
year.
5.B. The institution’s governance and administrative structures promote
effective leadership and support collaborative processes that enable the
institution to fulfill its mission.
Over the last several years, YC has made significant progress in strengthening our
administrative structures and governance processes. There are many ways this is
evidenced, including: our Board of Trustees is both involved and well-informed of
campus matters44; our administration is stable, with little turnover since the arrival of
our current president in January 2009; the student body president attends ALT
44
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meetings monthly; the re-designed academic division structure (2011) and AcLT is
functioning as designed, allowing academic departments to have input and authority
in matters of curriculum and instruction.
5.B.1. The institution has and employs policies and procedures to engage its
internal constituencies – including its governing board, administration, faculty,
staff and students – in the institution’s governance. & 5.B.3. The institution
enables the involvement of its administration, faculty, staff, and students in
setting academic requirements, policy, and processes through effective
structures for contribution and collaborative effort.
The Trustees function effectively as a board, with sufficient quorums needed to
conduct business.45 The Board of Trustees arranges itself into committees to allow for
interaction and input with each major area of campus, including academics,
admissions, retention, advancement, student development, finance, planning,
operations, and facilities. Administrators meet with their respective board committees.
The Trustees meet twice each year on campus, interacting with faculty, staff, and
students. Routinely, faculty and staff share a meal with the Trustees and participate in
the appropriate committees.46 During these Board meetings, Trustees often attend
Chapel and usually eat one meal in the cafeteria with students (randomly seated with
any students over the lunch period).
YC organizes its governance structure into task forces, leadership teams, and
committees.47 These different avenues for input into decision-making allow
participation by relevant stakeholders within the campus community.
Faculty participate in decision-making through representation on the Academic
Leadership Team (AcLT). 48 The AcLT directs the academic affairs of the college in
collaboration with the departments and faculty members for whom each division chair
45
46
47
48
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represents. This group consists of the Division chairs and the Academic Dean and
serves as the Assessment Committee and the Curriculum Committee; 49 thus, the
AcLT is responsible for all things academic related to curriculum and instruction.
Staff participation in decision-making varies by area. The Student Development
Leadership Team, representing key areas of student life, meets weekly, as do the
Housing Director and hall managers. These meetings allow for input and
communication related to governance, policies, and operations.
The student body is represented by elected representatives who comprise the
Student Association (SA). This group of student leaders meets weekly and the Vice
President for Student Development acts as their sponsor. These regular meetings
provide the opportunity for student concerns to be voiced and heard, as well as ideas
or policy proposals to be presented to the YC administration. Examples of student
involvement in the processes include the following: the student body president meets
monthly with the ALT; students hold seats on several committees (i.e. Songfest,
Banquet, and Student Appeals); Each semester, students participate in course / faculty
evaluations that are reviewed by the Academic Dean and discussed with the AcLT and
individual faculty member.

5.B.2. The governing board is knowledgeable about the institution; it provides
oversight for the institution’s financial and academic policies and practices
and meets its legal and fiduciary responsibilities.
Trustees recognize that the Board is a corporate body charged with approving
policies and monitoring the implementation of those policies “while deferring to the
administration of the College for the management of daily business.” 50 The Board
reserves the right to approve and monitor all new programs, at its discretion.

49
50
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The Board, in accordance with institutional bylaws, is responsible for the annual
finances of the College, as well as the sale, purchase, and/or management of land,
buildings, and major equipment. The Trustees fulfill this responsibility though its
committees who work with appropriate areas within the College. The Board performs
its fiduciary responsibilities in a variety of ways, including individual donations,
reviewing and approving the annual budget, approving large gifts (especially those
with restrictions), and receiving the annual independent audit of College finances; 51
additionally, each Board member understands their personal obligations and
commitment to the financial stability of the institution.52
5.C – The institution engages in systematic and integrated planning.
5.C.1. The institution allocates its resources in alignment with its mission and
priorities.
Each year the budget is adjusted as possible with available resources to meet needs
indicated by assessment and evaluation of programs. In 2008-09 significant
reductions in staffing were required due to mandated budget cuts. Evaluation of
programs indicated the need for addition of faculty in Music and Bible. These
positions were prioritized in subsequent budgets to reallocate resources to increase
faculty in these areas. Support staffing has been curtailed to allow reallocation of
resources to classroom instruction and reduce faculty loads. Receipt of a Title III
grant for improving retention allowed the establishment of the SUCCESS Center,
designed to assist marginally-prepared students with additional instruction and
tutoring.
5.C.2. The institution links its processes for assessment of student learning,
evaluation of operations, planning, and budgeting.
51
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There is a clear loop between assessment of student learning, evaluation of
operations, planning, and budgeting. The genesis of this process is the assessment
of student learning and the recognition of program strengths and weaknesses. The
planning process encompasses the institution as a whole and considers the
perspective of internal and external constituent groups. Departments on campus
meet regularly, the frequency of which is dependent on the particular department, to
discuss, brainstorm, and offer solutions to a variety of issues, both related to their
individual departments and the college as a whole.
The campus organizational chart helps to ensure that each employee has a
representative voice in the planning process. Several groups representing various
interests meet regularly, as outlined below.
•

Faculty meetings occur once per month during the academic year 53

•

The Faculty Forum meets once per month during the academic year 54 to
discuss issues from faculty perspective. Meetings are chaired by the Forum
president elected from tenured faculty, and discussion revolves around
agenda items submitted by faculty. Issues of concern are then taken to
Division Chairs, AcLT, or the Academic Dean.

•

The ALT meets once per week.55 ALT consists of the president and vice
presidents of the college.

•

AcLT meets every other week during the academic year, with special meetings
called on an as needed basis to discuss issues related to academics. 56

•

The Board of Trustees meets regularly during the year, both in person and via
teleconference.57

As noted earlier, regular meetings also occur for student organizations and staff
53
54
55
56
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groups, and their input funnels through their hierarchies as part of the planning
process.
5.C.3. The planning process encompasses the institution as a whole and
considers the perspectives of internal and external constituent groups.
In addition to internal constituency groups referenced above, the College also
engages external constituency groups as part of its planning process. Of particular
note is the President’s Council. Established in 2010, this organization consists of
individuals whose perspective is deemed valuable to the institution. The Council
usually meets twice each year and consists of approximately forty members, each of
whom must contribute a minimum of $1,200 to the College. Their contribution flows in
two ways: 1) internally, they provide feedback to the President on a variety of visioncasting issues, suggesting changes in policies, procedures, and campus facilities,
and 2) outwardly to potential college constituents, particularly potential students and
donors.58
The Board of Trustees dedicates most of one of its meetings each year to planning
and visioning rather than current operations.
Another vital external constituency group is that of the Advisory Board to the
Education Department that meets annually. This group consists of public school
teachers, administrators, school board members and YC Education alumni, and their
feedback and collaboration is vital to the existence of this program. 59
Alumni are regularly solicited by academic departments with inquiries of how their
education helped to prepare them for their careers, changes/updates in the field, as
well as suggestions for improving academic offerings. While some departments use
more formal tools, such as surveys, the majority of this has been done informally
58
59
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through conversations and email.
5.C.4. The institution plans on the basis of a sound understanding of its current
capacity. Institutional plans anticipate the possible impact of fluctuations in the
institution’s sources of revenue, such as enrollment, the economy, and state
support.
York College is continually aware of the possibility of fluctuations in internal and
external revenue streams and student enrollment numbers. Meeting student needs is
a high priority for the institution and is central to our mission. As a result, many
formal and informal processes occur to assure that adequate plans are made to deal
with both positive and negative contingencies.
An appropriate understanding of the capacities of facilities for instruction, housing,
dining services, and daily Chapel is important for both the current operating
environment, but also the future; consequently, these same facilities are also
reviewed continuously in light of trends for short and long term enrollment, as well as
revenue forecasts.
The current capacity of YC classrooms is 775 students. With our current enrollment
below 500 students, the College has room for growth without outgrowing its
classroom space or restructuring class scheduling; however, a steep spike in
enrollment would create the need for additional faculty and staff.
To accurately track the optimum use for classroom space and capacity issues, the
Academic Dean offers a Google Document called “Classroom Descriptions.” 60 This
document allows Academic Affairs to utilize real time information on the current
capacity of each classroom that is in or out of use on the York College Campus. It
allows for immediate flexibility in shifting classroom resources from one teaching
venue to another to meet the current needs for instructional space. It also provides
60
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prompt feedback to forecast classroom demand for future scheduling.
In addition to adequate classroom space for students, YC is committed to providing
some teaching/learning space with state of the art technology as well as using the
space and technology with modern teaching methods. Currently, we are in the midst
of creating three classrooms into high-tech learning environments that will greatly
increase the number of students who will have access to “smart” room settings.
The YC campus, with current furniture inventory, can house 443 on-campus students.
Since up to 20% live off campus in any given year (part-time, non-traditional, married,
etc), the student headcount can grow to approximately 550 students before reaching
capacity.61 Should the need arise, the College could eliminate some or all of the
single rooms in underclassmen housing and increase capacity to 595 (approximate
headcount of 715). Due to our size and the male/female ratio the last few academic
years, the Residence Life and Admissions departments regularly communicate via a
shared Google Document called the ISST report (If School Started Today). 62 The
ISST report is a tool used by the Admissions staff to track a prospective student’s
progress through the admissions process and chronicles the application flow from
initial contact to receiving a housing assignment. The ISST also allows the Residence
Life Director to project and plan for, in real time, the housing needs for an upcoming
semester. Using this forecasting instrument, Residence Life can accurately project
housing needs each semester.
The food service is capable of feeding at least 600 people per meal period (YC hosts
a summer camp with that many attendees and staff), but to continue using the
current facilities would require creative class scheduling to help with traffic flow,
especially over the lunch period. Student Development and Academics have
discussed ways to schedule classes offered over and near the lunch hour to allow the
61
62
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current cafeteria facilities to accommodate future growth. Aladdin Food Services, who
partners with YC, is a company that specifically works with smaller institutions. Their
experience and size allow them to only charge for the students enrolled, rather than a
fixed price for the semester. This allows the College to weather fluctuations in
enrollment without incurring unfunded costs in a negative growth semester.
The Campbell Center, which
houses daily Chapel, can seat 560
in the bleachers and there are
plans to set up chairs as needed in
the event of an influx of students.
We believe this facility will
adequately meet our needs until
the construction of a proposed

The Campbell Center

auditorium in the future.
5.C.5. Institutional planning anticipates emergency factors, such as
technology, demographic shifts, and globalization.
The College plans on the basis of a sound understanding of its current capacity. The
Budget Committee, consisting of the ALT, prepares and submits a budget for Board
approval every year. The various members take input and considerations for the
areas of campus they represent. Using this information, the committee prepares a
budget that addresses the current expectations (revenue, enrollment, economy),
while considering the potential impact of fluctuations.
Given our reliance on student enrollment, YC is continually aware of the possibility of
fluctuations in internal and external revenue streams and physical enrollment. We
maintain that serving student needs while fulfilling the institutional mission is a critical
priority. As a result, many formal and informal processes occur to assure that
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adequate plans are made to deal with both positive and negative contingencies to
our situation.
An adequate understanding of the capacities of venues like residence halls, the
cafeteria, classrooms, and the chapel assembly hall is not only important for the
current operating environment, but these same capacities are also reviewed regularly
in light of trends for short and long term enrollment and revenue forecasts. 63
Adjustments are made as needed.
A recent example that demonstrates this process relates to the fall 2012 enrollment,
which was slightly down from predictions. As a result, the ALT prepared an adjusted
budget reflecting decreased revenues from a lower than expected enrollment. The
president then submitted an amended budget to the board at the October 2012
Board meeting,
indicating how the
shortfall in enrollment,
and thereby revenue,
would be dealt with
without having to
spend beyond
institutional
resources.64
Institutional planning
anticipates emerging
factors, such as
technology,
demographic shifts, and globalization. The aforementioned Title III grant has provided
63
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funds to enhance and upgrade technology in many classrooms and is currently
providing for the development of three state-of-the-art learning spaces. The College
maintains awareness of trends in desired programs based on surveys conducted by
admissions counselors as they encounter prospective students, and make
considerations and recommendations accordingly. In the fall of 2012, all full-time
faculty received iPads from the College as an encouragement for further integration
of technology into their pedagogy, and created a faculty development position to
facilitate the use of these and other technologies.65 Title III funds are providing grants
for faculty members to pursue new and innovative uses of technology in and out of
the classroom. The institution also provides a stipend for faculty to use, at their
discretion, for professional development.
Our recent conversion to Jenzabar / PantherNet allows students to have online
access to their accounts, schedules, class needs, etc. This technology also allows for
easier budget management and student advising/scheduling; in addition, this content
management system enables the institution to use data analysis for purposes of
improving retention.
Academics is currently considering a “Freshman College” model to counter the rising
number of ill-prepared students. The Freshman College would provide a semester of
basic core classes to prepare students who might be lacking in 1-2 disciplines in
order to give them the best chance of success at the collegiate level. YC has seen an
increase in the need for this kind of remediation. The program is still in the early
stages of discussion.
Advancement is continually concerned about shifting demographics of YC donors
and the need to secure a new donor base. They review past trends in giving and
participation (i.e. activities, giving, and volunteer opportunities). The introduction of
the President’s Council is an example of how Advancement is trying to offset donor
65
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attrition among the College’s traditional constituency.
Another demographic factor involves the shift in church affiliation from predominantly
church of Christ students. The current student base looks different than it did even a
decade ago as the number of our students with ties to the churches of Christ has
continued to decline. These changes pose challenges to the institution and require
forward thinking to adapt to the current student market.
5.D. - The institution works systematically to improve its performance.
Since 2004, York College has made some key improvements in developing “evidence
of performance in its operations.” Some of these improvements have come from
advancements in technology, especially the implementation of a new data
management system (Jenzabar). Others are the response to student expectations –
such as wireless coverage – or financial realities – such as modifications to the
scholarship policy.
York College continues to improve its operations in ways that demonstrate that it
meets this Core Component. Specific examples of improvements from the last few
years include the following: an efficient enrollment management data collection and
analysis system (admissions and retention pieces); an electronic means for students
to register for classes, check bill, etc; an online course management system
(Moodle); wireless coverage in campus buildings 66; a restructured student
scholarship policy, and improvements to instructional technology. This list is by no
means exhaustive, yet it demonstrates the institution’s commitment and ability to
assess its own operations and make necessary adjustments to make improvements.
Significantly, the Board of Trustees approved a bond refinance proposal in May 2013
that helps stabilize our financial footing. The bond essentially took our line of credit
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and rolled it into our long-term debt payment. Much of this debt was incurred prior to
2009 and the decreased interest rate provides savings to the College.

Criterion 5 Summary
York College believes that it has provided sufficient evidence demonstrating that it
meets Criterion 5 and its corresponding Core Components for reaffirmation of
accreditation. Our self-identified strengths are in our recent investments to improve
the physical plant, technology, and human resources. These advancements have
been made while maintaining fiscal stability and increased enrollment. Despite these
successes, there remain challenges that must continue to be addressed, including
sustaining enrollment in the midst of a declining pool of prospective students,
effectively raising funds in a shrinking economy, and the increasing pressure on
higher education from government officials and the public to lower the costs of
attendance, and decreasing the time needed for degree completion, and justifying
the inclusion of current offerings.
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